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SUCCESS

FACE THE FACTS Ask yourself these quest-
ions: Could I be mw<ing fuller use of my abilities? Holding down

a better job? Earning better money? If the answers are " yes " then face the position squarely. And
do something about it-before it's too late!

I MAKE YOUR DECISION1 Once you are determined to succeed-and have
decided to take action-nothing can stop you. But you need guidance. With the help of I.C.S. training
you can reach the top faster and stay there longer.

TRAIN WITH I.C.S. I.C.S. tuition is expert yet simple to follow, covers hun-
dreds of Courses yet is completely individual. You work at home, as a " class of one," in your own spare
time. And you set your own pace. This is the way I.C.S. have coached many hundreds of thousands
to success. They can do the same for YOU!
ADVERTISING COMMERCE HORTICULTURE POLICE
General Advertising Bookkeeping, Accountancy Complete Gardening Entrance Examination
Copywriting Office Training Flower & Veg. Growing RADIO,T.V. & ELECTRICAL
Retail & Dept. Score Computer Programming Fruit Growing Radio Servicing & Eng.
Market Research Costing, Secretaryship MANAGEMENT T.V. Servicing & Eng.
Lafout & Typography Shorthand & Typewriting Business Management Radio Const'n (with kits)

DRAUGHTSMANSHIP
Hotel Management
Office Management

Electricians
Basic Electrical WorkART Storekeeping

Oil & Water Colour Architectural, Mechanical Personnel Management Illumination EngineeringCommercial Illustrating Maths. & Machine Drawing Work Study, Foremanship SELLINGFigure Drawing
Lettering Drawing Office Practice MECHANICAL & MOTOR Commercial Travellers'

Structural Drawing ENGINEERING Sales Management
BUILDING FARMING Engineering Mathematics Retail Selling
Architecture Arable & Livestock Diesel Engines & Locos. WRITING FOR PROFIT
Clerk of Works Farm Machinery Maintenance Workshop Practice Short Story Writing
Building Construction Pig & Poultry Keeping Welding, Inspection Free -Lance Journalism
Bricklaying Market Gardening Refrigeration MANY OTHER SUBJECTS
Quantity Surveying FIRE ENGINEERING Production Engineering INCLUDING
Heating & Ventilation I.F.E. Examinations Maintenance Engineering Industrial Instrumentation
Specifications, Woodworking Fire Service Promotion Motor Mechanics Petroleum Production
CIVIL ENGINEERING GENERAL EDUCATION Running & Maintenance Textiles, Dressmaking, etc.
Highway Engineering G.C.E. Subjects at Ordinary
Structural Engineering or Advanced Level
Concrete Engineering Good EnglishForeign

Languages
ELECTRONICS PHOTOGRAPHY
Industrial Electronics Practical Photography
Computers & Maintenance P.D.A. Examinations
Examination Students are coached until successful.

IIIm - 111= MI MI MI MMMMMMMMMMMMM
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
(Dept. 169), Intertext House, Parkgate Road, London, S.W.11
Please send FREE book on

Name Age
(Block Letters Please)
Address

INTENSIVE COACHING for all principal ex-
aminations including C.I.S., A.C.C.A., I.C.W.A.,
B.I.M., Brit.I.R.E., 1.H.S., City &
Guilds of London Institute, R.H.S. etc.

Occupation 10.60 I

NTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
vv rS- 169
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Adhesives

Handy in the Home-Indispensable in the Workshop
Here are three Rawlplug Adhesives which should be on every

handyman's workbench. DUROFIX, DUROFAST and DUROGLUE.
Each with its own purpose to ensure the perfect bond of any
materials in making and mending. They are ready to use in

handy tubes (or tins) and are amazingly strong. Ask your
dealer for a tube of each today and be ready for any "sticking"

job that comes along. DUROFIX A clear, heatproof and
waterproof adhesive. Ideal for repairs to crockery, glass,

earthenware, sports goods, etc., etc. Widely used by wireless
manufacturers and electrical concerns for insulating

purposes. Handy Tubes 1/-; Large Tubes 1/6. Also in 1 -lb. and
1 -lb. Tins. DUROFAST An instant binding contact adhesive.
Particularly suitable for sticking flexible materials (i.e.

shoe soles). Durofast is waterproof and oilproof, and can be
used to stick-Wood, Hardboard, Plasterboard, Plaster, Leather,

Leathercloth, Laminated Plastics, Rubber, Linoleum, Felt, Cloth,
Fabrics, Paper, Card and Metal, etc. Large Tubes 1/9. Also in Tins. DUROGLUE

Animal glue of tremendous strength for quick secure repairs to all
household articles. Broken Toys, Tables, Cupboards, and other

woodwork. Large Tubes 1/-. Also in 1 -lb. and 1 -lb. Tins.

50 RAWLPLUGS
FOR 2/3

An ideal pack for the Rawlplug
enthusiast. 3 sizes (8, 10 and 12)
in assorted lengths. The lid
incorporates a gauge to make
it easy to select the right tool
and screw for each size.

Complete Rawlplug Outfits:-HOUSEHOLD 5/6
HANDYMAN 11/9 POPULAR 3/- CRAFTSMAN 12/9

No. 8 METALIDE
Fixing Kit

Complete with Rawlplugs and Screws for
the household handyman. A No. 8 Metalide
masonry drill with six each No. 8 x r and
No. 8 x ir Rawlplugs, and six each No. 8 xr and No. 8 x 11" countersunk screws in a
transparent 'bubble' pack. Full instruc-
tions for use on the back of the card. Price
6/6 complete.

POPULAR
TOOL 1/8

When you see this card hanging
in your dealers shop you know
you can buy a sturdy efficient
tool for only 1/8 for making
holes in masonry to take No. 8
Rawlplugs and Screws. This is
a cheap, absolutely reliable
tool for many household fixing
lobs.

the fast selling, fast drilling, silent, reliable masonry drill.
This is the drill that has revolutionised making
holes in masonry. No noise, no mess, incredible
speed of penetration through the hardest brick
and amazing long life of the Durium tip. For
sheer satisfaction on all points Durium is your I
most reliable masonry drill. There is a size for I
every Rawlplug from No. 6 (5/32") to No. 30 (1") i

for Rawlbolts C. D. E. and G. and a long series
for penetrating walls for cables, conduits, etc.

AWLeiuG

PI/ 31M[
land the first
Re -sharpening

is done FREE

RAWLPLUGS & SCREWS
In Polythene bags if.
-Rawlplug RAWLPAK

Selling at 1/- each this latest of
Rawlplug packs has been received
with joy by Rawlplug enthusiasts
because the correct screws are en-
closed with the Rawlplugs. There
are four sizes Nos. 8, 10, 12 and 14
Rawlplugs with corresponding screws
in individual polythene bags.

I For drilling GLASS, CHINA,

VITROLITE, etc.

Making fixing holes in mirrors,
or drilling glass bottles or
pottery for conversion into
table lamps, you must use the
Durium Glass Drill for safety
and clean round holes. The
special arrow head tip is
ground to the most suitable
angles. Can be used In a hand
brace or slow speed electric
drill. Size 1" to r at prices
from 6/6 to 10/3 each.

THE RAWLPLUG COMPANY LIMITED, CROMWELL ROAD, LONDON, S.W.7
li6e7A
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EXPERIMENTAL SPRINGS?
Try a box from the TERRY ASSORTED SPRINGS range

We confidently offer you our excellent range
of small boxed assortments which cover a
very wide range. We can only show a few
boxes. Send p.c. for full list.

If you are stuck with a springs problem

No. 1200
Three dozen Assorted Light
Expansion Springs, suitable
for carburettor control, etc.

13/6.

No. 760
Three dozen Assorted Light
Compression Springs. 1" to
4" long, 22 to 18 S.W.G.,
1 to 1" diam. 6/6.

or a presswork problem our Research and
Design Departments can help you. Really
interested in Springs? 9th edition of
"Spring Design and Calculations" tells all
-post free 12/6.

No. 98A
Three dozen Assorted 1" to
4" long, 1" to r diam.
19G to 15G. 5/6.

No. 757
Extra Light Compression,
1 gross Assorted, 1." to

" diam., r to 21" long,
27 to 19 S.W.G. 15/-.

No. 753
Three Dozen Assorted Light
Expansion r to 1" diam.,
2" to 6" long, 22 to 18 S.W.G.

10/6.

No. 758
Fine Expansion Springs.
1 grosi Assorted r to r
diam., 1" to r long, 27 to
20 S.W.G. 15/-.

Cut production costs with
Terry's Wire Circlips. We
can supply immediately from
stock-from 1" to 1".

Looking for good Hose Clips?
Send for a sample of Terry's
Security Worm Drive Hose
Clip and price list.

HERBERT TERRY & SONS LTD  REDDITCH  WORCS
(Makers of Quality Springs, Wireforms and Presswork for over 100 years)

PUT
MACNt

POPULAR RANGE OF

PERMANENT MAGNETS
wide range of types
for all applications

 MAJOR MAGNETS One ;EAR mod
powerful magnets er roduced or
flesearch Cducattonal a Industrial 0115

 POWER MAGNETS Alcomalc magnets
n three sixes Use where extra performance

 POCKET MAGNETS.. Useful to every
engineer for hundreds of uses in worFshop
or home.

 MINOR MAGNETS Ideal for the model
engineer. Compact yet powerful.

 PO T MAGNETS Jn three sizes. Power.
14:77 areentesILIIthrig and liftmg.

 DUTTON MAGNETS. For enagnetg Im
a;mo..rs. ...etches and as magnet.c

MINOR MAGNET

Made by James Neill & Company (Sheffield) Limited
and obtainable from your usual tool distributor

BUTTON MAGNET

POWER
MAGNET

Put

SPECIAL HEAT RESISTING
GRADE P.V.C. HEATING -Mk
CORDS, Nylon centre, Copper/ ...jr, A
Nickel conductor, woven glass 1 VIt'----
braided. For soil warming, under -
carpet heating, frost -free pipes, a ---'
etc., etc. Supplied in 12, 15, 25
and 30 ohms/yard. Price 1/- per
yard, post free.
NEON ILLUMINATED INDICATOR SWITCH.
2 amps, 240 v. A.C. 10/6 each, post free.
FIT THIS TO YOUR ELECTRIC BLANKET AND

BRING IT UP TO DATE
THERMOSTATS. BW/1, 5 amps, 15/6. Post 8d.
SN/40 i amp., 5/6. Post 6d. C.S. Convector Thermo-
stat, 15 amps, 25/-. Post 10d. Model MB for Immer-
sion Heaters, 15 amp., f2. Post 2/-. PF Room
Thermostat, 15 amps, 12. Post 1/-. M.L. Greenhouse
Thermostat, 10 amps, 35/-. Post 1/-. P.J. Miniature
Thermostat for Hotplates, 5 amps, 9/3. Post 9d.
REPLACEMENT ELEMENTS for electric fires, irons,
toasters, kettles, convector heaters, washboilers, etc.
TELEVISION SUPPRESSOR KIT, for appliances
up to 1 amp., 3/6. Post Free.
BI -METAL. Hi -Flex 45 3/16 in. x .010, 6d. per foot.
Standard lf in. x * in. x .036, 6d. Plus postage.
MAGNETS. Sintered Bar Magnets of great power and
stability i in. x 3/16 in. x 1/16 in., 9d. each. 8/- doz.
Post 9a.
CAR HEATER ELEMENT. 6 in. x lf in. 200/250 v.
100 w. 6/- each. '
THE TECHNICAL SERVICES COMPANY, Banstead, Surrey
We can list only a few items in this space. Send 6d. in stamps

for Catalogue and S.A.E. for enquiries.
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.. Your Career
FOR .. Your Own Business

.. An Absorbing Hobby

NEWNES PRACTICAL MECHANICS 3

A NEXPVCT/CAL WAY
of UNDERSTAND/NG

RADIOSTRUCTOR
LEADS THE WORLD
IN ELECTRONICS TRAINING

RADIO  TELEVISION  ELECTRONICS

Including: Transistors; VHF/FM; Hi-Fi equipment;
Computers; Servo-mechs; Test Instruments; Photo-
electrics; Nucleonics; etc.

Radiostructor an organisation specialising in
electronic training systems-offers a new self -
instructional method using specially designed equip-
ment on a " do-it-yourself " basis.
You learn by building actual equipment with the
big kits of components which we send you.
You advance by simple steps, performing a whole
series of interesting and instructive experiments-
with no complicated mathematics! Instructional
manuals employ the latest techniques for showing
the full story of electronics in a practical and
interesting way-in fact, you really have fun
whilst learning!

POST NOW
To RADIOSTRUCTOR (Dept. G28) READING, BERKS.
Please send brochure, without obligation, to:-

*Name

*Address

10/60 I
(We do not employ representatives) *Block Caps Pleasel

"ve
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Vole
Wrench

.. ...................

"... Here's my ' third hand' for those
endless jobs that turn up around the
house and garage-obstinate jobs that
call for a really positive grip leaving
both hands free.

"The Mole Wrench does just that,
serving as super -pliers, clamp and hand
vice too. Get yours from a local
ironmonger, motor or motor cycle
accessory dealer."

MOLE
"-YELF-CRIF4"
WRENCH

7" 12/6 10" 15/ -
Ask for a genuine Mole Wrench

and look for the name on it.
If in difficulty write to:
M. MOLE & SON LTD., BIRMINGHAM, 3

GAM E S
18" Positive Gripping Pipe Wrench

Can be Pre-set to any Standard Pipe size, and
will take up to 2in. B.S.P. Specially designed
for use in awkward positions.
Usually 39/6
GAMAGE

PRICE

12/9
Post & Pkg.
3/-, 2 for 3/9.

* INSTANT
ADJUSTMENT

* INSTANT
ENGAGEMENT
AND RELEASE

UNREPEATABLE OFFER

MULTIPLE HOLE SAW SET
Made for use with HAND or Slow Speed
ELECTRIC DRILLS for Cutting holes
1", 11", 11", 1I", 2", 21", 24", diameter.
The cutting blades are First Grade har-
dened and tempered steel for cutting
holes in wood. Using two blades
washers can be cut.
Complete with Pilot Drill 12/11
Post & Pkg. 1/4.

Best Value for Money in
STEEL MEASURING TAPES
Sturdily made and well fin-
ished, Nickel Plated, Flush
Winding Handle. Tape clearly
marked for easy reading in
1,*, 4", 4", F. (Foreign)
GAMAGES BARGAIN PRICE
66 feet 32/11 100 feet 45/11

Post and Packing 1/6 each.

GAMAGES HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C.I. HOL 8484
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FREE TO ENGINEERS
WITH AMBITION

The latest edition of
" Engineering

Opportunities"

Which of these is your pet subject
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING BUILDING

Gen. Mech. Eng. - Maintenance - Gen. Elec. Eng. - Elementary & Gen. Building - Heating & Ventilation
Draughtsmanship - Heavy Diesel - Advanced Elec. Technology - Installa- - Architectural Draughtsmanship -
Die & Press Tool Work - Welding lions - Draughtsmanship - Supply - Surveying-Clerk of Works-Carpentry
- Production Eng. - Jig & Tool Maintenance - Design - Electronics- & Joinery -.Quantities - Valuations
Design - Sheet Metal Work - Works Mining Electrical Eng., etc. -Painting & Decorating-Plumbing-
Management - Mining - Refrigeration Sanitary Eng.-Foremanship.
-Metallurgy. CIVIL ENGINEERING

Can. Civil Eng. - Sanitary Eng. - RADIO ENGINEERING
AUTO. ENGINEERING Road Eng. - Reinforced Concrete - Gen. Radio Eng.-Radio Servicing,

Can. Automobile Eng.-Motor Mainten- Geology - Structural Eng.-Municipal Maintenance & Repairs-Sound Film
ounce & Repairs - High Speed Diesel- Eng.-Water Supply-Surveying & Projection-Television-C. & G. Tele-
Garage Management, etc. Levelling. communications-Instrumentation.

We have a wide range of Courses in Chemical Eng., Aeronautical
Eng., Forestry, Timber Technology, Textile Technology, etc., etc.

One of these qualifications would increase
your earning power. WHICH ONE

A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.S.E., A.M.I.C.E., A.M.Brit.I.R.E., A.F.R.Ae.S., B.Sc., A.M.I.P.E.,
A.M.I.M.I., A.R.I.B.A., L.I.O.B., A.M.I.Chem.E., A.R.I.C.S., M.R.S.H., A.M.I.E.D.,
A.M.I.Mun.E., CITY & GUILDS, GEN. CERT. OF EDUCATION, ETC.

Full details of the easiest way to put some valuable letters after
your name are revealed in the unique 148 -page Handbook

ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES " which in addition to
describing the widest range of Home study courses in all
branches of Engineering, explains the advantages of our
Advisory and Employment Depts. and discloses how you may
qualify for five years' promotion in one year.

We definitely Guarantee - NO PASS-NO FEE'

148
PAGES

If you are earning less than £20 a week, let "ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES" show you how to carve out a successful
career in your chosen branch of Engineering, irrespective
of your age, education or experience. This helpful book tells you every-
thing you want to know to make your future really secure, and describes
many chances you are now missing. In your own interests we advise
you to write or send the coupon for your copy of " ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES " NOW-FREE and without obligation.

UNIIIIIIIMIPOST COUPON TODAYINIIIIIIMINIIII
Please send me a FREE copy of ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES ".

NAME

ADDRESS

(Subject or Qualification of interest)

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

(410A)

BIET
(Dept. 410A), College House, 29-31, Wright's Lane, London, W.8.

RSELF FOR

I
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FAIR COMMENT
PROGRESS OF THE AIR CAR

THE Saunders Roe Hovercraft has been in the news a great deal
during the past few months and deservedly because it may
well be the prototype of a whole new era of transport. The

Hovercraft, however, it not the only air car in the world; there are a
number of them in America and in fact two are being put on the
market by an American firm. Many other firms are making experi-
mental models utilising differing methods of producing the air pad
and different ideas for producing forward motion and direction control.
In fact the air car has captured public imagination so much that a
number of home handymen have built their own, ranging in size from
models a few inches in diameter to craft large enough to carry their
builder's weight.

Rapidly increasing popularity, however, does not mean that the
air car is now firmly established. There are a number of serious
problems to be overcome before the craft can realise even a fraction
of its potential. The most serious problem of all is to find some
means of enabling the vehicle to vary its height so that it can fly over
obstacles in its path-things like fences, hedges, buildings and small
hills. At the present time the maximum height of air cars is about
izin. and most of them are forced to operate at a height considerably
less. Experiments have been made in adding a flange to the base to
contain the air cushion and enable the car to fly at a higher level.
This, of course serves to increase the height of the actual vehicle, but
the bottom of the flange is still the same distance from the ground.
The answer may lie in using flexible materials for the flange. A
basic theory of air car design seems to have emerged which relates
the height it can fly to the area of the base, but there would seem to
be no answer to the problem here. A car with a base large enough to
allow it to clear fences, would be far too large to use the narrow roads
in this country. It is possible to increase the height a, which the car
can fly by using a much larger power unit, but this aids both to the
initial outlay and to running costs.

Another serious problem at the moment is that of increasing the
speed sufficiently to allow the craft to compete with existing forms of
transportation. At present none of the air cars has travelled much in
excess of 3o -4o m.p.h.

A problem which has been the subject of a great deal of experiment
and one which is possibly well on the way to being solved, is that of
steering. Some of the smaller cars have been steered quite success-
fully by the pilot altering the position of his body while others use
the principle of controlling the air flow in various parts of a peripheral
jet. This tilts the car and introduces horizontal thrust. The
Saunders -Roe Hovercraft has a different system. Here some of the
air from the propeller is channelled through horizontal openings and
used to provide thrust in the direction required.

A further development in the U.S., the experimental " Levacar,"
might have a better chance of solving all these problems. This
vehicle is designed to run on a high pressure narrow strip of air
which keeps it just above a guide rail. The problem of surmounting
obstacles in the vehicle's path is immediately overcome and the car
is confidently expected to reach speeds in the region of 30o m.p.h.

All the air cars at present being developed are still very much in
the experimental stages and it is by no means certain that all the
problems associated with this new form of travel will be overcome,
but if the optimistic forecasts of the firms concerned with their
development can be taken as an indication of their confidence, then
the air car should have a bright future indeed.

The November, 1960 issue will be published on Oct. 28th. Order it nowt
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14 FT. FA M I LY
SAILING CANOE

(Above) The completed canoe.

Photo 2.-Framework ready for
covering.

Photo i.-(Below) An early stage in construction.

THE two most important features of this two-
seater canoe are its robustness and its stability,
this latter being partly due to the flat-bottomed

design of the craft.
In order to make a start on the framework and

outer skin, obtain the materials in the list below.
Start work by marking out the spine strip and

then making a fin. deep notch where each rib is to
go. Set out and cut the timber for the ribs (frames)
and then assemble them, using brass countersunk
woodscrews. Cut notches fin. deep for the spine and
for the ridge strips in the positions shown in Fig.
where layout and dimensions for the spine and ribs
are also shown. Side pieces for ribs Nos. 3 and 4
are shaped from the sin. wide boards. Rib No. 4 is
made from i fin. thick timber, the reason being that
the hardboard pieces are butt -jointed on this frame.
When all the ribs are completed and drilled for
screws, they are screwed to the spine. Tack two
sin. x tin. strips to each of the top corners.

Wood for Framework and Outer Skin
Spine: i piece zin. x tin. x 15ft. long.
Ribs: 2 pieces Sin. x fin. x t3ft. long.

piece zin. x fin. x soft. long.
piece 2111. x fin. x 'aft. long.

Wide ribs: s piece zin. x tfin. x aft. 6in. long.
s piece 5in. x tfin. x eft. 6in. long.

Ridge strips: t piece ain. x sin. x soft. long.
Bow and stern: t piece 4in. x 2f in. x eft. 6in.

long.
Side boards: r piece sin. x fin. x izft. long.
Splayed boards: i piece 6in. x fin. x 5ft. long.
Strips: 8 pieces tin. x tin. x i5ft. long.
Hardboard : 3 sheets 4ft. x 8ft. x fin. thick.

The canoe at this stage is shown in Photo No. 3
The bow end and stern end of the two, strips have
been tacked together and for the first time the curved
outline of the canoe appears. The position of the
strips is scribed on to each rib, and the ribs are then
notched to receive them. The front and back ridge
strips are fixed to the ribs and screwed down.

Canoe Top Opening
The side boards are rounded on top and are fixed

inside ribs nos. 3 and 4 and their ends are notched on
to ribs 2 and 5. Between ribs No. z and No. 3 the
side boards are cut narrower (the hardboard top will
have to go over them here).

Shaping and cutting out the splayed boards is
rather tricky. Make the splaycuts to the front edge
first; thus it is still possible to make a fresh cut an
inch or so back if the first attempt is unsuccessful.
The shape of the boards can be seen in Fig. a.

Bow and Stern Blocks
The shaped blocks for the bow and for the stern



are cut to shape next. Make the splay -cut to the top
and bottom first. Hold the blocks against the spine
and the ridge -strip (which you have already fixed)
to mark them for this. Next notch the spine and top
ridge strip into the blocks. Hold the blocks loosely
between spine and ridge strips and mark the sides
of the blocks for rough shaping. After this has been
done fix them in place. The top side strips are
chamfered off and fixed to the blocks; Photo No. 5
shows this construction.

All the sin. x sin. strips are fixed to the bottom.
Photos Nos. s, 2 and 4 show the canoe at this stage.
In Photo No. 4 note the fixing of the side -boards on
to rib No. 2, the front fixing of the splayed boards
and the additional strips to the bottom between ribs
Nos. s and 2 (also clearly seen in Photo No. The
extra strips are to give protection to the hardboard
skin from the canoeist's feet.

Photos s and 2 show the completed framework of
the canoe, prior to fixing the hardboard covering.
The additional seat opening at the back is optional,
only a child can sit here, but it may also be found
convenient for stowing away and getting at luggage
in the back.

Smooth the sides of the bow and stern blocks
with a plane. The two cornerstrips at the bottom of
the canoe are planed to the same slope as the side of
each rib, the ridge -strips at back and front are
chamfered off both sides.

Strips of sin. x sin. are fastened to the outside of
the side -boards and to the outside of the splayed
boards to receive the hardboard (see Photos 2 and 4.)
All timber, except the side boards to the opening and
the splayed boards, is now treated with wood -
preservative.

The Hardboard Skin
Unless resin -bonded hardboard is used, a coat of

preservative is advisable; it can be applied to the
hardboard sheets, or to each piece roughly cut to
shape just prior to fixing. Begin with the bottom.
Lay a sheet of hardboard on to the upturned skeleton
of the canoe and mark around the bottom corner
strips. The sheet is then cut out roughly, leaving a
strip of about sin. all around the pencil line. Resin -
glue is applied to the bottom of the spine and ribs
and strips, the piece of hardboard is placed on to
the framework, secured around all edges, at the centre
and across the ribs with tin. panel pins every Sin.
Work from one end of the piece of hardboard to the
other end (not from both ends towards the middle
or you might get a bulge in the middle). Nail a
panel pin every 9in. first then put two more in
between.

7

When the first piece has been fixed, join a second
piece to it by butting closely together on the skin.
wide rib. Trim the edges with a coping saw, using
the edge strip as a guide but taking care not to cut
into the strip. Finally smooth off with a plane.

Hardboard is fixed to the sides in similar manner.
Offcuts can be used for the top of the canoe.

Rub down the joints of the hardboard with mastic
or other sealing compound. The shell of the canoe
is now completed, and the first coat of oil paint can
be applied.

Copper Edging
Work the copper strips into a sin. X sin. angle

strip. Apply a sealing compound to the inside of the
copper angle and tack the angle strip to the bottom

Materials for Rubbing Strips
z copper strips, 21/1. wide X s5ft. long, or
4ft. long copper strips overlapped at each
joint.
2 copper sheets, gin. X x6in.

Wood keel:
x piece aM. x skin. X 15ft. long.

Side strips:
2 pieces tin. X x5ft. long.

Rudder block:
piece airl. X skin. X gin. long.

Photo 3.-(Below) The shape of the canoe is visible for
the first time.
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Photo 7.-The completed canoe on
its trolley.

Photo 4. --Close up 0 the splayed boards.

Photo 5.-Close up of bow construction.

edge of the canoe with 'in. panel pins every zin.
(Copper nails are better than ordinary panel pins.)
Work the edges of the copper with a small hammer to
get them close to the hardboard.

Copper Sheets
Begin by folding the pieces in half, holding them

against the bow and stern respectively, then marking
out and cutting to shape. Finally nail the edge of the
copper pieces through the hardboard into the wooden
bow and stern blocks. Give all the copper one coat
of paint.

Round off the two outside corners of the wooden
side strips. These strips will be fixed zfin. down from

the top outside edge of the canoe (see Photo 9). The
strips are not mitred together at the front or at the
back, but start about zin. away from the bow. Drill
a hole through the strip for fastening to the bow
block and screw down. Bend the strip around the
side and mark at each rib and stern block for drilling.
Cut and round off the end zin. short of the stern.
Take off the strip, drill all the holes and cut to
length.

To avoid difficulty in painting to edges apply the
second coat of paint to the canoe first and paint, the
side strips and keel complete before fixing them.

Round off the front and back end of the keel strip
and screw through the hardboard into the spine at
36in. intervals. Ensure that the keel strip is perfectly
straight.

To fix the rudder block, cut a triangular groove
in the one r fin. wide side and fix with three long
screws into the sternblock; countersink them fin.
or sin. if necessary.

Seat Slatting and Backrests
For easy fitting and removal, the seat slatting (Fig.

3 and Photo 8) is made in two parts; a short front
set and a 4ft. long main set. To make the seat
slatting you need:

7 fin. x ifin. strips, each atin. long.
7 fin. x tfin. strips, each 48in. long.
3 fin. x rfin. bearers, t 6 f in. long
I fin. X ifin. bearer, loin. long.
2 fin. x fin. bearers, 16fin. long.

The backrests (Fig. 4 and Photo 8) are curved for
comfort, they are also fixed on a swivel, so they can
be adjusted.

The materials needed to make them are:
8 fin. x tfin. strips, t4in. long.
2 fin. X 2in. strips, 27in. long.

Also: 2 2fin. x fin. strips, 5 tin. long. These will
serve as notch -strips, in which notches are cut for
the backrests (Fig. 4). They are screwed to the inside
of the sideboards of the canoe opening. Note: notch
" b " can also accommodate the board on which the

Photo 6.-(Below) A rim of the steering wheel.



steering wheel is fixed, as described later in this
article.

For the backrests, cut from the lin. x zin. X
27in. long strips one backrest cross piece and one
bottom support, and shape these pieces as indicated
in Fig. 4. The ends of the cross piece are rounded
off, to fit into the notches. Assembly of the backrest
is also shown in Fig. 4. If obtainable, use parana
pine for the back rests and for the seat slatting.

Paddles
You will need two planks of preferably poplar,

but pine will do, 5+in. wide x ilin. thick X 45in
long. Mark on to the planks the shape for the paddle,
as shown in Fig. 5. Cut out roughly first with saw,
chisel or axe, then chisel to a smoother surface the
inner surface of the flat end and the curves where
the stem ends; the other surfaces can be worked with
a plane. Finally sand smooth. The finished paddle
is shown in Fig. 5.

A I lin. dia. copper sleeve is fitted to one paddle,
in order that the two paddles can be joined. A
small copper strip is fixed to the blades of the paddles
and rubber rings, fitted to avoid water running down
the stem and into the boat. The space between
copper sleeve and the rubber ring is covered with
coloured tape. Back rests, seat slatting and paddles
are oiled and varnished.

Mast, Boom and Gaff
For the mast obtain a piece of pitch pine zin. X

zin. x 5ft. Sin. long; for the boom a piece X
iin. X 5ft. Sin. long; for the gaff a piece

skin. x sin. x 5ft. long. These members should
be straight grained and knot free.

Photo 8.-(Below) The inside of the cockpit.

The mast and boom are worked to a circular
section, the mast being slightly tapered off towards
the top and the boom tapered off towards the outer
end. The gaff is worked to an oval section, and is
also tapered off towards the top. The sail is fixed to
one of the narrow sides. Fix a pin to the top and to
the bottom of the mast as shown. Make a joint for
the boom, consisting of two screw -eyes (large ones)
fixed to the mast, and a drop -pin. Make a tenon
joint with a mortice in the mast for fixing the gaff.
A wire hook from the gaff will fasten over the pin in
the top of the mast. The handle to the mast is not
essential, but convenient.

A large screw eye goes into the top of the gaff and
into both ends of the boom. Small screw eyes are
fixed to the gaff and mast every 6in.

The Sail
Use a bed sheet or other suitable material with a

close texture. Lay the assembled mast, boom and
gaff on to the floor and use this to obtain the outline
for the sail. A hollow double seam is made along
the outer edge of the sail, the other edges are bound
with " Rufflette " curtain tape. The sail is then
fastened to the gaff and mast and to rings on the
boom by means of curtain hooks which can be fitted
anywhere in the Rufflette tape. A line or cord is
pushed through the hollow seam of the outer edge,
and tied to the screw eyes in the top of the gaff and
at the outer end of the boom.

Mounting the Mast
To the underside of the splayed boards is screwed

(Concluded on page 4o)

Photo 9.-(Below) The rudder.
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F. G. Rayer gives details
for building a

SKELETON
SYNCH RO-CLOCK

(Above and below) Two views of the internal mechanism.

THIS clock can be made with a few hand tools,
and runs from 5o cycle A.C. mains, auto-
matically keeping correct time. High -voltage

magnets do not have to be wound, because the clock
operates from a small, low -voltage mains transformer.
The Synchronous Wheel

The synchro wheel is shown in Fig. I. Its exact
diameter is not important, but it must have 24 teeth.
It is made by scribing a circle on a sheet of thin, soft
iron, setting the compasses to about 'lin. radius.
This circle is then divided accurately into 24, by
using a protractor and marking at each 15 deg.
These points are then marked with a punch or small
drill. Twenty-four in. holes are then drilled,
using the punched indentations as a guide. With the
same centre, a circle of I fin. radius is now marked,
and the plate is cut down exactly to this line. This is
most easily done by using a hacksaw to cut away
sides and corners, then finishing to the scribed line
with a file. Two cuts are then made to each *in.
hole, to form the teeth shown in Fig. I.

Constructional toy gears and axles will greatly
simplify building. The wheel is drilled to be a push
fit on such an axle, and is soldered in position about
tin. from one end. The bottom of this axle is drilled
to take a small ball bearing, as shown in Fig. 1. This
is most easily done by temporarily securing a gear or
worm on the axle, and using this as a guide for a
drill of the same diameter as the axle.

The wheel, having 24 teeth, will rotate at 25o
r.p.m. This is 15,000 revolutions per hour. The
required reduction ratio (x5,000 : x) is made up by
two stages of worm gearing, and a pair of gears. Gear
x has 5o teeth, providing 5o : i with its worm. Gear
2 has 6o teeth, and is driven by worm 2. Gears 3
and 4 mesh together, as in Fig. a, and provide a 5 :

ratio. This gives 5o X 6o x 5 in all, or 15,000 : I.
Readily available constructional toy gears can
provide the 5 : I ratio, these particular items having
19 teeth (gear 3) and 95 teeth (gear 4).

Worm I is made by taking a piece of 20 s.w.g.
wire, winding it tightly round the axle, and pulling
it out until the spacing between turns is the same as
that of the teeth of gear x. A worm, with grub screw,
like that used in the second stage of the drive, can
be fitted instead. However, the smaller diameter of
worm 1, when made as explained, considerably
reduces the very slight rubbing noise otherwise
caused here when the clock is running.
Framework and Bearings

The clock is built on a wooden base tin. thick, and
approximately 3fin. x 5iin. Four threaded rods
akin. long: with extra nuts, support the upper
framework, which consists of two pieces of wood
4in. x fin. x fin., with two metal cross members.
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Three views of the clock.

One of these has its end bent up, to hold the dial.
The other is shaped to clear gear 2, as shown in Fig.
3. A small bracket holds the dial this side.

The synchro wheel axle turns in a collar to fit,
soldered to a rod which is fixed to the metal cross-
piece, as in Figs. I and 3. At the bottom, the ball
bearing rests in a small indentation in a strip screwed
to the base, as in Fig. t.

The axle carrying worm z fits into a bearing sold-
ered to the pillar near the worm. The second bearing
is soldered to a U-shaped piece of brass, as shown in
Fig. 2. This allows adjustment of the exact position
of gear 1, so that it runs correctly with its worm.

The axle carrying gears z and 3 turns in two
bearings bent from brass strip, and drilled for the
pillars, as in Fig. 3. The final axle, carrying the large
hand and gear 4, passes through the brackets shown
in Fig. 3.

All axles must turn freely. Two additional collars
prevent lateral movement. A very small piece of
rubber or similar material is placed under the grub
screw of gear 4, forming a friction drive with the
axle, so that the hands can be adjusted when starting
the clock initially.
Magnets and Transformer

Laminated cores are unnecessary, each magnet
core being iron or mild steel tin. long and about
bin. in dia. Each core is a tight push fit in a hole
drilled in a piece of ebonite fin. wide and s fin. high.
Discs of thin insulating material fin. in dia. are fitted
about kin. from the free ends of the cores, leaving
about fin. winding space. The cores are covered
with tape, and the bobbins are wound about three-
quarters full with z6 s.w.g. enamelled wire.

The finished electro-magnets are screwed to
pieces of wood If -in. x fin. x fin., as in Figs. 2 and
3. A single screw holds each magnet unit to the base.
By loosening this, the magnets can be swung slightly,
to adjust the distance between cores and the synchro
wheel. The magnets are diametrically opposite, so
that both cores simultaneously have a tooth near
their ends. The distance between core ends and
teeth should be aim to yon.

The two magnets are wired in series, and to the
primary of a small transformer, as shown in Fig. 4.
This transformer has a zoo/a5oV. primary. A
secondary giving 4V. is adequate. If the clock does

not start easily when first made, reverse the leads
from one magnet, to obtain opposite magnetic
polarity. The transformer is mounted on strips
behind the clock dial, this being done only when
other constructional work is completed.
Hands and Dial

A i 2 : i ratio is required between the hands, this
being obtained by the small gears shown in Fig. 3.
These are most easily taken from an old, disused
clock.

The hands are cut from thin metal, to the shape
and length shown in Fig. 5. The dial is made from
sanded and varnished 3 -ply, with a thin card dial
marked out as in Fig. 5, and glued in place. At the
back of the dial, the plywood is cut away sufficiently
to receive the small 12 : r gears. Two 6BA bolts
hold the dial to the brackets shown in Fig. 3.

The general appearance of the clock will be good
if all parts are carefully made. Wooden items should
be varnished, and allowed to dry, before assembly.
Metal parts can be black, or treated with clear
lacquer. A dome topped cover, made from perspex,
is ideal protection for the finished clock. Good
quality flex should be used for the mains connections,
and if exposed primary joints are made at the trans-
former, these should be covered with insulating tape.
If a base deep enough to hold the transformer were
made, this component would be hidden.

There is negligible stress on bearings and gears,
but a trace of thin oil should be placed on bearing
surfaces. When current is applied, the wheel will
turn until teeth are opposite the magnet poles. The
clock is not self-starting, but will continue to run
when the projecting top of the synchro wheel axle
is spun at 25o r.p.m. After a few trials, it will usually
be possible to start the clock quite readily. Re-
starting is only necessary after it has been allowed to
stop because of interruption of the mains supply to
it.

If the clock hums, when running, this shows that
one magnet is too near the wheel, and it should be
swung back slightly, as already described. The
operating voltage and magnet windings are in no
way critical. If a 6V. transformer should be to hand,
the bobbins can be wound full with 32 s.w.g. or
similar wire, for this. A small bell transformer is
suitable.
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Simple but sturdy. By Jameson Erroll
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Board e -0"17"x I" edged L 71/4"x 4"x 2"
with r x1/8" strip kon.i

4' 0"

Fig. 1.-General dimensions.

Fig. 3. - The
grip rail.

THE see -saw consists of a riding board mounted on
a strutted frame. Good quality deal may be used.

The board is 8ft. long, yin. wide and sin. thick
and is strengthened by screwing sin. x fin. strip
iron along both edges; the screws should be sin.
No. 8's. Two back rests (see Fig. 2) are screwed in
position from the underside of the board, their
bottom edges being bevelled to the necessary angle.
They are further supported by two angle blocks to
each rest; the slope is approximately too deg.

The grip rails, shown in Fig. 3, will possibly call
for manufacture by the local blacksmith unless the
constructor has facilities for heating and bending
the *in. round iron rod himself. With care, it is
possible to bend them cold but the job calls for
patience and a certain amount of skill. The ends are
threaded fin. Whit. for about zin. to allow for top
and bottom thick nuts and washers. Holes are
drilled in the board at s s lin. from the back rests aqd
the rails firmly bolted in position.

Four guide pins are used to prevent the board
sliding along the riding bolt, and for this purpose
No. r z wood screws are used ; they are placed at
44in. centres and din. holes must be drilled in the
strip iron to clear the shank of the screws.

The posts consist of two eft. join. lengths of

Steel riding
bolt 10"x5/6".

4"

Separating blocks
7" x 4"x 2"

Centre foot Outside feet
91/4'a6"ar 6"X 4" AI"

2"

Fig. 5.-Bottom
tenoned block.

1"

2tme

4in. x sin. rounded at the top and separated by two
yin. X 4in. x zin. blocks to which they are firmly
screwed. The upper block is fixed join. from the
top of the posts ; the lower block 6in. from the bottom.
At a point sign. from the top a lin. hole is bored
through both posts to take the join. riding bolt which,
if easily obtainable, should be of steel although iron
will do. Another block, cut from yin. x 4in. x sin.,
is required for the foot of the posts and Fig. 5 shows
how this should be cut to form a tenon which fits
into a slot cut in the halved bottom bearers. Cut
down the edges first, then across, leaving a tenon
3in. X tin. X

The bottom bearers are halved at right angles at
the centre and will require to have mortices cut
through each end to receive the struts. At the top,
these struts are birds -mouthed to engage with the
posts and top separating block. Both Figs. s and 4
show this plainly. Note that the bottoms of the struts
are pegged with fin. dowels to prevent any tendency
to ride out of the mortices although this should not
happen if they are a good fit.

All corners and sharp edges should be rounded and
all woodwork thoroughly glasspapered. Apply two
coats of good quality undercoating and finish with
bright colours in hard gloss paint.
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MAKING
A

MIRROR

This is the Final Instalment of the

" Handling Sheet Glass" Series

by S. M. Charlett

THE preparation of mirrors is quite a simple
procedure and requires the observation of only
one very strict rule. The glass must be scrupul-

ously clean before attempt is made to produce a mirror
surface on it, and this involves a very strict cleaning
procedure. The glass should be well washed with a
hot detergent solution (the writer uses a 2o per cent.
solution of Teepol in water) and then thoroughly
rinsed in distilled water. From this stage onwards
the glass should only be handled with rubber gloved
hands, and then only by the edges, to avoid con-
taminating the surface. After rinsing off the deter-
gent, the glass should be washed with tap water (Fig.
i) and then again rinsed with distilled water. After
being allowed to air dry, the glass is ready for
mirroring.

Silvering
Reagents required:
i. s o per cent. aqueous silver nitrate.
2. so per cent. aqueous potassium hydroxide.
3. io per cent. aqueous solution of sucrose con

tairung o.5 per cent. concentrated nitric acid,
and so per cent. methylated spirit.

4. Ammonia solution, S.G. o880.
5. s per cent. aqueous solution of o.88o ammonia.
6. a per cent. aqueous silver nitrate.

Fig. i.-Washing the glass with tap water.

To silver a surface area of, for example, 36 sq. in.
take roo ml. of (r) and add (4) until the precipitate
which forms is almost redissolved, then complete the
process by adding (5) drop by drop until the pre-
cipitate has just redissolved. To this add 5o ml. of
(2) and again dissolve the precipitate with (4) and
(5). When this is done add (6) drop by drop until
the solution assumes a very pale sherry tint, then
make the total volume up to 35o ml. with freshly
boiled, cooled, distilled water. Place the cleaned
glass in a flat dish, a photographic dish is ideal, with
the face to be silvered uppermost.

Dilute so ml. of (3) with rso ml. of freshly boiled,
cooled, distilled water. Add this to the mixture
prepared as above, mix well and tip into the dish
containing the glass (Fig. 2). The liquid will at once
start to blacken and the deposition of the silver surface
will begin immediately. The process will be complete
within 3o to 4o minutes, but may be accelerated by
placing the dish on a water bath. Hastening the
process, however, is not recommended as the grain
size of the deposit will be large and the mirror will
not be as effective as one in which the deposit is of
fine grain.

When the action is complete the liquid should be
decanted into a beaker, and the glass well washed by
repeated gentle flooding with distilled water. The
glass, left untouched in the dish, should then be
flooded with two changes of methylated spirit and
finally with two changes of benzene, after which it
should be allowed to dry. The surface which has been
silvered may then be sprayed with a thin solution of a
plastic, such as methyl methacrylate or Perspex, in a
suitable solvent, giving several coats, and allowing to
dry throughly (see Fig. 3). The mirror can now be
handled. Any deposit may be removed from the face
with a piece of cotton wool damped with a little
dilute nitric acid (Fig. 4).

Fig. 2.-Tipping the reagents on to the glass.
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Fig. 3.-Spraying the surface with plastic.

The silvering solution should be treated with
hydrochloric acid to precipitate any excess silver.
If this is not done, the solution will in time deposit
a very delicate explosive compound which can prove
exceedingly dangerous when handled.

A second method of silvering, widely used in the
United States qf America, and taking longer than the
method described above but not having the explosive
deposit characteristic, is as follows:

Reagents:
I. 500 ml. to per cent. aqueous silver nitrate,

acidified with three drops of concentrated
nitric acid.

2. to per cent. aqueous triethanolamine.
Clean the plate to be silvered as described earlier,

and place in a dish as in the technique above. To
too ml. of (I) add 4o ml. of (2) with constant agita-
tion. Then add a further quantity of (2) a drop at a
time until the precipitate formed just dissolves.
Pour immediately into the dish containing the glass.
Allow the action to continue until the desired surface
has been deposited. The length of time is learnt by
experience but the following is a general guide. About
15 minutes' action will deposit a reflecting surface
such as is required in interferometers where trans-
mission and reflection are about equal. A totally
reflective surface will be produced in 24 hours.
When the desired surface has been attained the
liquid may be decanted and the plate treated as

described in the previous technique.
The Black Mirror-Reagents:

per cent. aqueous thiourea.
2. 4 per cent. aqueous lead acetate.
3. 2 per cent. aqueous sodium

hydroxide.
The surface to be treated in the

same way as under silvering to ensure
that the glass is chemically clean.
One face should be completely
covered with adhesive tape, or other-
wise sprayed with a solution of
plastic, to prevent any deposit taking
place on it.

A mixture of too ml. (r) 25 ml. (a)
and 5o ml. (3) is prepared in a flat

dish, and warmed to 4o deg. C. on a water bath.
The plate is immersed in the warm liquid for 30
minutes, and then carefully removed, taking care to
avoid touching the untaped surface. The plate should
be stood on edge and allowed to drain dry, it should
not be washed. Spray the surface on
which the black has deposited with
plastic, as for an ordinary mirror, and
clean the uncoated side.

Fig. 4.-Removing deposits from the glass.

x. Rubber Boots
AFACTORY owner decided to issue rubber boots

to all male members of his staff who would,
or could wear them. Five per cent. of the staff were
one -legged, and half of the others preferred to wear
their own shoes. How many rubber boots does the
owner have to issue?
2. Picture Postcards
A man was offered a certain number of picture
postcards at 4d. each or a similar number of coloured
ones at 5d. each. Not wishing to change a pound
note he counted his loose change and found that if he

bought the 4d. cards he would have as. id. over
whereas if he bought the 5d. cards he would require
another sixpence. This sum he borrowed from his
wife and bought the coloured cards. How many
did he buy?

Answers
spira 6t alarn aaa42 a.roja.ram

'sauo meld am urq2 a.10111 Auuad auo Isoa qamm srueo
pamoloo Anq ung ameua o2 4uapyjns sum
pamo.uoq aq snjd lama pelf aq 'sr aqy .z

'awes
aq sArmle !um 13MSUE alp :tuoictoid am ow! .192tra

2,usaop uaiu pa2201-auo jo a21B2uaarad a43 Jo uousanb
aqd, -aoarde 3.00q auo 2upeam uatu leuuou alp

lapu1eura.1 am us ol lualeAmba Si 2542 'gam's umo
yam seam 02 Jaja2c1 `uaur pa22al-om2 jauuou 2upq
`lapuretuai atp Jo REIT auo j! liels slq uo siamuaur
aprtu ass warp se slooq Allem se anss! 02 spaau aH .x



CHEMICAL
LABORATORY APPARATUS

Part 2 By K. Given
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This instalment deals with the making of a Bunsen burner and spirit lamp, etc.

QUITE good beehive shelves may be made out
of small cans such as cocoa tins. The top
part of the tin is cut off with snips (or old

scissors) taking care to keep the bottom part of the
tin symmetrical and about tin. high. It is then
checked by placing on a table with the cut side down-
wards. Probably some types of tobacco tin would not
require this initial cutting. A Ain. approx. hole is
drilled in the centre of the bottom and a small semi-
circle of about fin. radius is taken out from the cut
edge. This will be clear from Fig. x 1.

The tin is likely to go rusty so it may be com-
pletely tinned with tinman's solder or painted with
white oil paint. No doubt a cellulose lacquer would
answer the purpose just as well. A white colour gives
the piece of apparatus quite a professional look.

Jam jars make very reasonable beehive shelves.
The first operation is to cut the bottom off (as with
the tin above) using the hot wire technique. The
cut surface is then ground with carborundum until
the shelf stands firm. A hole is then drilled in the
bottom (this process will be described later) and an-
other in the side. The diameter of these holes is not
very important, about fin. to Ain. being quite
suitable. In lieu of the hole the glass may be cracked
out in a semi -circle by using the red hot wire in a
sand bath (see Fig. i i).

The wire, fitted with the foot switch, etc., is made
into a suitable loop placed on some sand in an enamel
plate, the edge of the " jam jar " is pressed carefully
in place and the current switched on. About half
those tried will successfully crack out a semi -circle.
Since some failures are inevitable it is best to grind
down afterwards.

Beehive shelves should not be ground on top (i.e.,
Fig. Ii.-Various home-made beehive shelves and one

commercial type on left.

the bottom of the old tin or jam jar) as if this surface
is dead smooth water will not be displaced from the
gas jar. Beginners often have difficulty in filling
jars with oxygen, etc., because greased jars tend to
make too good a joint with the shelves. If the tin
one is too smooth a few blunt punch marks carefully
made will cure the trouble. Jam jars are naturally
slightly bumpy on the bottom and need no special
treatment.

Drilling Holes in Glass
After many experiment§ a technique was devised

which gave ioo per cent. success. Fig. 12 shows the
basic idea. A small piece of copper tube (obtainable
from Messrs. Whistons, garages, car breakers, etc.)
is fitted over the shank of an old drill or other round
piece of metal. It is then put into an ordinary chuck
on a hand brace or small electric drill. It can be
fixed (i.e., by soldering) to the shaft of any small
electric motor. The author tried a small tzV.
fractional horsepower ex -service type and found it
excellent. Very little power is required for drilling
glass.

The inside of the copper tube is filled with carbo-
rundum (medium) powder paste made with water as
for glass grinding. Some paste is placed on the glass
where it is to be drilled. If the drill is now gently
lowered on to the glass a cutting noise will be heard
as the paste grinds into the glass. A small tin of rather
wet paste is placed by the operator, and he puts very
little of it on to the tip of the copper tube every few
seconds. Adjust the pressure (which is very light
indeed) until optimum, shown by the greatest
grinding noise. Once the initial cut is made and
the drill located the rest is easy. Do not press
too hard, especially when you get towards the end of
Fig. 2.-Basic technique for drilling holes in glass.

Chuck

Old piece
of drill

Under Extra
Ipaste

Old drill

-N
Rubber bung\

Copper
ipe

Copper
tube

7,4-Carborundum paste
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the cut. Drilling is shown in progress in Fig. t3.
Drilling by hand is rather a laborious job, but is

quite possible. To drill a *in. hole through the base
of a jam jar would take about 4o minutes by hand.
About 15 to 2o minutes with a motor or drill which
does not run too fast. A very fast motor flings the
paste off by centrifugal force. Practise drilling some
old glass before tackling actual apparatus.

The initial cut can be awkward, but a mark or two
with an ordinary wheel glass cutter will get the paste
cutting rather more quickly and a piece of wood with
a hole in it held in position over the glass will often
prove useful in keeping the end of the copper tube
in the correct location. As the tube grinds down into
the glass the centre gets a core of glass in it. Some-
times, when the glass to be drilled is over fin. this
has to be chipped away with a small screwdriver.
The thinner jam jars should be selected for drilling.

There is theoretically no limit to the size of hole
which may be drilled by this
method; it was found that kin.
could be tackled quite easily, but
larger sizes were extremely difficult
to get going initially.

Fig. 13.-Drill-
ing in progress.

A Home -Made Bunsen Burner
A Bunsen burner may be made very easily from

brass, copper or iron tubing and the author bought
a bundle of assorted brass and copper tube offcuts
from Messrs. Whistons, New Mills, Stockport.

One piece of tube must have a diameter of about
and be about 4fin. long while another must be a slid-
ing fit inside it. In practice a tube of *in. will slide
nicely inside one of uin. if the tubes are of 22g.
metal. A slight skim with a file may just be neces-
sary. The smaller tube is tin. long. A few inches
of small bore tube about bin. in diameter is required.

The base is a tin lid of any diameter over 2.1in.
and with a flange of about }in. to fin. About tin.
from one end of the ain. tube a hole is filed
to the approx. size shown in Fig. 14. About fin.
from the short end " akin. hole is drilled through
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one side. This piece is then soldered into the centre
of the tin lid. This is clearly shown in Fig. 14.
The fine tube is carefully bent at right angles so that
when put into the -kin. hole it will project just above
the air hole. The other end of the tube leads
into the top of a *in. piece which is soldered into
the hole in the side of the tin lid.

The best way of soldering this is to tin all parts
first. Place a nail in the short length of pipe and
squash up the end with the nail in with a vice or
molegrips. Withdraw the nail. The fine tube will
now fit in nicely. Solder the *in. tube to the tin lid
rim. Carefully adjust the fine tube, holding it with
pointed pliers, spot it in position with solder, then
solder permanently.

Solder a small ring of copper wire round the *in.
piece just below the air hole but above the gas pipe.
The hole is then filed in the long length of pipe so
that it coincides with the lower hole when the larger
pipe is resting on the copper wire ring. The burner
is shown in Figs. 54, 15 and 16.

Fig. t4.-Details
of the Bunsen

burner.

7/4'0 D. X
22 S.W.G.

Base filled
with cement
or plaster

10.DX22SWG

Barrel can be turned to
adjust air

Solder

Holes to match,
approx

567 0 0 x
22 S.W.G,

Small pipe
(3/.3 O. D.x
25 S.W.G),

joined to large

Sediment cavity

Band of 18 gauge copper wire Tin lid (approx
Testing

With the air hole closed (turn the barrel) the flame
should be yellow and about Sin. high. Open the air
hole slowly and the flame should go almost colourless
and eventually form a blue 'cone and make a roaring
noise. This is the hottest flame possible on this burner.
If no roaring flame is obtained, increase the size of
the air holes. If the flame tends to " fire back " you
may have made them too large or the copper gas
tube " jet " may be too small.

Never let the burner "fire back" as carbon monoxide
is produced, the barrel can give you a nasty burn and
if left for some time could melt the soldered joints.
A home-made burner of this type should not be left
unattended until it is known to be quite trustworthy
Make sure no gas leaks out of the soldered joints.

When completely tested, fill the base with plaster
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Fig. x 5.-The Bunsen burner in construction.

of Paris and let it set. Probably cement would also
do. Paint with black enamel. The completed
Bunsen is shown with a commercial model in Fig. x6.

Home -Made Spirit Lamp
While a builders' blowlamp or Bunsen type are

very useful and adaptable, a spirit lamp can be used
for many experiments including the preparation of
oxygen. It is important that the top of such a
burner is airtight or the bench may be set on fire
when moving the lamp. Nothing saye methylated
spirit must be used.

Commercial spirit lamps consist of a glass con-
tainer with a porcelain wick holder and a glass dome
extinguisher. An equally good lamp may be made
from a \ small glass jar with a push -on type lid. A
popular brand of sieved baby foods (Trufood) is
marketed in jars a, little bigger than an egg cup with a
push -on lid fitted with a rubber gasket. These are
ideal for conversion. A small golden syrup tin may
also be used (Fig. t7).

Construction
The lid is drilled with a hole to take a 'fin.

length of copper or brass tube of between fin. and
tin. i.d. The tube is then soldered in position.
See Fig. 17. A good length of wick is preferable,
say about ift. per lamp, and the round -type sold
by ironmongers under the title " Dolly Lamp
Wick " is admirable. Asbetos-type wicks will not
work in these lamps. If the local ironmonger cannot
supply the right diameter wick obtain some fin.
ribbon wick and roll it round in a spiral or over

Fig. t(t.-
The com-
pleted Bun-
sen burner
alongside a
commercial

model.

another piece of round wick. About fin. should be
showing above the lamp. It should be trimmed
dead level with a sharp pair of scissors or a razor
blade. Slight adjustment of flame height may be
made by pulling the wick up or down with an old
pair of tweezers.

It is an advantage to paint the containers (even
the glass one), and certainly the tops, with a bright
aluminium paint to stop reflected radiation from
overheating the container. Alternatively a small
round disc of absestos mat or sheet may be dropped
over the wick tube. For most ordinary experiments
these refinements are not necessary, but where pro-
longed heating of flat, shiny metallic surfaces is
contemplated, reflected heat could cause a flare-up.
This is of course possible with the commercial -type
instruments as many experimenters will have
found out.

When using methylated spirit always take pre-
cautions against fire. Fire sand is useful.

When not in use spirit lamps should have some-
thing over the wick to stop wastage of spirit by
evaporation and contamination by dust. A small
medicine bottle or test tube may be inverted over
the wick tube. The bottle should be high enough
not to actually compress the top of the wick.

(To be continued)

Copper pipe Vdia.
Lid painted silygr
to 'effect heat -

Fig. I7.-De-
tails of the

spirit lamp.

Methylated
spirit

Small treacle tin (or Baby Food jar)
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Just follow the instructions and photographs
By J. W. Tomlinson

ONE does not have to be a locksmith to make a
key, neither does one need any special tools,
with the exception of perhaps a ward file.

Taking for example a simple drawer lock, a key can
be made in less than an hour by any self-respecting
handyman.

To make a start, buy a suitable blank from the
ironmongers, taking the lock with you as a guide for
size. Remove the two screws that secure the back -
plate, as in Fig. t, and dismantle the lock. If it is a
two -lever lock, the parts will look like those in Fig. 2.
There can, of course, be more levers, but for the
purpose of this article two will be ample.

Mark the key blank for width by holding it as
shown in Fig. 3, and making a scriber or pencil mark
in line with the keyhole. Place the key in a vice and
saw off the surplus metal (see Fig. 4). Next, assemble
items " D," " C " and " B " to item " E " (Fig. 2),
place the key in position as in Fig. 5, and scribe a
mark level with the top lever. Saw off the surplus
metal as before, and trim the blank neatly with a
smooth file. Check that it will slide through the
keyhole, and that the height of the blank is level with
the top lever.

Remove the two levers, and holding the blank
square with the back of the lock and with the end
of the blank parallel with the lock face (Fig. 6),
scribe a mark in line with the bottom of the slot of
item " D," Fig. 2. Remove the surplus metal,
using a small smooth file or a ward file just to
the thickness of item " D."

Assemble item " C," Fig. 2, hold the key in posi-
tion as for locking and remove metal in stages by
filing, until, when the key is parallel with the lock face,

the protrusion in the lever is clear of the peg in the
backplate (Fig. 7). The key can now be fully turned,
moving item " D " to the locked position.

Repeat this process with the second lever, slightly
round off the corners or the key, and the key is
finished. Reassemble the lock and check that the
key moves freely in locking and unlocking. If it
does not, dismantle the lock, and start by checking
each stage for smooth action. All that may be required
is a little polishing or the removal of a sharp corner.

Fig. 2.-Exploded view of the lock.



Fig. 3.-Marking the key blank for width.

Fig. 4.-Sawing blank down to width.

Fig. 6.-(Below) Marking to fit the bolt.

Bolt in half -locked
position.

Mark to height
of top lever and
saw off surplus

metal.

Fig. 5.-Marking the length of the blank.

When the key is
parallel with the lock
face there must be

clearance here.

File the
blank hers
to obtain
locking ac-

tion.

Scribe a mark in line with the bottom of the slot in the
bolt and remove the surplus metal to the thickness of

the bolt

MEN

Fig. 7 (Above).-Cutting the blank to the levers.
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k DA 'S

This new installation will help
to increase man's knowledge
of outer space.

By Donald S. Fraser

ON the loth June, the Dominion Observatory's
giant new radio -telescope went formally into
operation, at Penticton, British Columbia.

The big, bowl -shaped stellar scanner creates the
impression of being bold and new. Measuring
84ft. across, it is mounted on a Soft. tower. Day and
night it will sweep the sky, tracking down and study-
ing radio signals from outer space.

Location
Two giant cranes swung the massive, circular

mass of structural aluminium alloy into position at
Penticton. In this quiet, secluded setting, protected
by the encircling hills of the Okanagan Valley,
heavy snowfall, ice storms, high winds and man-
made radio waves are at the required minimum. Here,
a team of Canadian astronomers, headed by Dr.
J. L. Locke, chief of the Stellar Physics Division,
will collect signals from stars millions of light years
away.

The new radio -telescope will penetrate the
curtain of atmospheric dust which formerly limited
optical observations, enlarging by tenfold the dist-
ance man can " see " into space. Star -scanning will
go on in all kinds of weather, adding immeasurably
to the hours of observation formerly possible. The
clo-ton telescope, one of the largest in the world, will
pick up radio waves given off by objects in the
heavens. These waves are transmitted to a control
building where studies of the electrical currents will
give scientists a new insight into the composition of
space.

Transmissions from the radio -telescope are

unlike radar signals which are received when an
electrical impulse bounces off the surface of an
object. The new device is like a large, powerful ear
trained on far distant space. Although the signals
themselves are not heard, they activate equipment
in the control building, which records them on a
special graph. Such recordings will form the basis
of radio -intensity charts covering the whole astro-
nomical sphere. The telescope may pick up signals
from regions where stars are in the process of
creation.

A similar telescope manned by a team of American
scientists at Green Bank, West Virginia, reports it is
receiving on a frequency which scientists feel would
most likely be used by beings on another planet trying
to signal other planets.

Canada's new radio -telescope has an 84ft. dia.
parabolic, dish -shaped antenna. While actual
specifications have not yet been released, this
should mean that it would have a 25ft. focal length,
and full hemispherical coverage for latitudes greater
than 3o deg. Drives: polar axis tracking at sidereal
rate; slewing at 15 deg. per minute of time, with
differential gearing to permit incremental motion
at scanning rate of o -I deg. per minute of time. In
declination, slewing should be at 15 deg. per minute
of time and scanning at deg. per minute of time.

Harvard University recently installed a similar
radio -telescope, the specifications of which are given
here. It comprises a 6oft. reflector with a tripod
feed support, and equatorial mount, a drive system
with indicators and a control station, and a steel sup-
port adjusted to the latitude of the installation.
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Intensity of incoming signals is recorded on special
graphs which astronomers translate into important

information.

This particular reflector was sectionalised into 32
pieces for maximum transportability and ease of
erection. Sectional construction does not impair the
surface accuracy. Surveying techniques at Harvard
established that the accuracy was maintained to
oI25in. of a true paraboloid in all reflector positions.

The Axis
The reflector is rotated about two axes, the polar

and the declination. The declination axis consists of
a large steel tubular member called a torque tube.
The reflector is attached rigidly to the torque tube.
The drive motors, gear train and synchros associated
with the declination drive are housed within the
turret. Declination motion is in two modes, scanning
and slewing. Scan is at a variable rate in either direc-
tion. Control circuits adjust the speed from o to
0.00243 r.p.m. at the torque tube, or about 52-5ft. of
arc per minute maximum. The control circuits may
also be set to slew in declination at a constant rate of
55.5 deg. of arc per minute. The slew motor is not
operated simultaneously with the scan motor. In
order to protect the mechanism, a protective circuit,
consisting of time delay switches and clutches, dis-
engages the scan motor from the gear train as the
slew motor starts.

The three drive motors, gear trains and synchros
associated with the polar drive system, are housed in
the upper portion of the support tower. Three
motions or modes of operation are imparted to the
reflector about the polar axis. Tracking from east to
west is accomplished at one revolution 24 hours
sidereal time. Scan rotaflon is in either the east or
west direction at a speed adjustable from o to
maximum, up to 4.83 minutes of hour angle per
minute. Scanning may be superimposed on the track
function. Slewing is done in either direction at a
rate of 6o6 minutes of hour angle per minute. The
polar axis consists of a single roller bearing 7ft. in
diameter. The outer bearing race is fixed to the tower
support; the inner race is fastened to the declination

yoke structure. Gear teeth cut into the inner bearing
race are coupled to the drive gear train.

The drive mechanism also includes an arrange-
ment of clutches, brakes and torque limiters enabling
the antenna to be operated in wind conditions up to
3o m.p.h. With a lesser degree of driving accuracy
the antenna may be operated in winds up to 5o
m.p.h. Above this velocity, or when not in use, the
reflector is locked in the stow position.

Five synchro generators in the drive housing
transmit position data to the control panel in the
observatory building.

The primary feed is held at the focus in a horn
ring which is supported by a tripod of fibreglass
spars. The reflector and horn antenna give an
angular resolution'of 45 minutes of arc when receiv-
ing at 25cm. The pointing accuracy obtained
from the drive mechanism is less than so minutes
of arc.

The Harvard telescope has been designed especially
for research on the 2ICM. hydrogen line, but the
rigidity of the reflector makes it suitable for work
down to Iocm.

Canada's aim is to also study the distribution of
neutral hydrogen (which forms the bulk of matter
in outer space) among their own and neighbouring
galaxies. Radio astronomy provides the ability to
pierce the vast dust clouds that obscure huge
portions of space from the gaze of conventional
telescopes, and it offers a magnified increase in
effective range of study over that of optical astro-
nomy. It is also capable of receiving signals during
the hours of daylight and through overcast weather
conditions.

Canada's radio -telescope, which will be used
primarily for a study of outer space, can also be used
to track earth satellites by the addition of radar
attachments. With its larger antenna diameter it
should be, naturally, more effective than the Harvard
installation described here.

Dr. J. L. Locke of Ottawa heads the team of scientists
working on the new telescope.
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Fig. 2.-Location of collector on roof.
Fig. 3.-House warmed by solar power.

ONE of the most promising ways in which solar
energy can be used is in heating houses in cold
climates and in cooling them in hot ones. More

fuel is used in the home than by all industries put to-
gether, so if we could use sun power for our domestic
purposes we would indeed have achieved something.

A Collector
We should have to use what is known as a collector.

Fig. r shows a simple collector which consists simply
of a glass topped box with a coil of pipe inside. The
inside of the box and the surface of the pipe are
painted black to help with heat absorption. The
glass cover to the box is required to prevent heat
escaping from the pipe coils. The sunlight which
shines on the collector consists of short wavelength
visible rays which easily pass through the glass.
When these rays strike the black surfaces of the pipes
and box they are converted into long wavelength
heat waves. These long wavelength heat rays cannot
pass through the glass and so the inside of the

collector gets hotter and hotter. This heat is absorbed
by water flowing through the pipe coil, which can
then be used for house heating, hot water, or air
conditioning.

In operation the collector is mounted on the roof
of a house in such a way that sunlight falls on it
directly. This is shown in Fig. 2. As an example
the collector just described could be expected to
produce one and a half gallons of water at 12o deg.
F. for each square foot of collector area, on a sunny
day.

Sun -power House
At least one house is bging built in this country

which will utilise the poweT of the sun. Fig. 3 shows
a section of the house which has a flat roof, where the
solar collector is mounted. In the particular house
which we are considering the solar collector is of a
more efficient design than the one just described. It
consists of a series of aluminium -coated parabolic
troughs which concentrate the sunlight on the steam
raising pipes. Figs. 4 and 5 show what the collector
looks like, and how the sun's rays are concentrated
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on to the steam pipe. It will be noticed that we talk
of steam pipes in this collector, and this is because
it is so efficient that it actually turns the water into
steam.

Referring back to Fig. 3 it can be seen that once
the steam has been raised it passes down a central
duct in the house to the concrete " raft " underneath.
The concrete raft has pipes embedded in it through
which the steam flows. As the steam flows through
the pipes in the raft it gives up its heat and con-
denses, the condensate flowing to the return line.

Water In

Sunlight

Parabolic
Reflector

Silicon
°Crystal.

Steam Out
),"

food and that fish will thrive. The fish are then eaten'
by the owners of the house. In addition to this some
of the effluent is used to irrigate the garden where it
is claimed that bumper crops will result. To com-
plete the scheme methane gas is drawn off from the
septic tank and is used to drive a gas engine to make
electric light, while part is used for a gas cooker.
Cooling System

It is equally possible to use sun power to cool

Suris Rays

Steam Pipe

Vapour
rising from
sea water in
black trough

Suris

Rays

Condensing Droplets

Fresh water
collection channel

Fig. 4.-Solar collector for steam generation. Fig. 5.-Details of operation of reflectors. Fig. 6.-A solar battery.
Fig. 7.-Giant solar powered steam generator. Fig. 8.-Solar still to make fresh water from salt water.

The condensing steam heats the raft up, and this in
turn heats the ground underneath. The heat is forced
into the ground as it is unable to go upwards due to
the insulating blanket of sawdust. Thus it can be
seen that all the solar heat collected on the roof of the
house is transferred to a " store " under the house.

When the winter comes and it is desired to heat
the house it is only necessary to open the air vents
which are at floor level. Cold air from the floor sinks
down the duct to the level of the concrete raft, where
it is warmed by the stored heat. The warm air then
rises up the central duct and flows into the rooms,
the temperature being controlled by dampers. The
house has been designed so that the heat stored will
be sufficient to last all winter.

There are other unusual features in this house.
Water for washing is supplied from what is collected
on the roof while drinking water is taken from the
boiled condensate. Waste water from the house goes
to a septic tank, and from there to a fishpond. It is
claimed that some of the effluent is suitable for fish

houses in hot climates. This is done by raising steam
in the manner just described and using it to work a
refrigerating plant. It is not proposed to describe
this system in detail, but merely to say that the
refrigerating system used is the vapour absorption
cycle. One big advantage of using sun power to cool
a house is that the more the sun shines the more
power there is available to work the refrigerator.

Solar Power
One of the best known solar power generators was

built about fifty years ago in Cairo, by an American.
This plant was used to raise steam to drive irrigation
pumps. Fig. 7 shows the steam generating section.
Huge parabolic mirrors were used to concentrate the
sun's rays on to the boiler. When in operation this
plant produced about ioo h.p. Disadvantages were
that when the sun did not shine no power was
generated, it was necessary to swing the mirrors to
follow the sun and solar collectors cost far too much
to build.
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Carbon Dioxide

Centrifuge

Algae

Fig. 9.-Photosynthesis plant for growing algae.
Solar Electric Battery

One of the most promising new developments is
the solar electric battery. If this " battery " can be
perfected we can look forward to the days when we
will be able to generate about 5,000 h.p. for each
acre of battery surface.

Although several solar electric batteries have been
made the one which seems to hold the most promise
is the one developed by the Bell telephone company.
This type of battery is used in satellites for operating
wireless transmitters. The battery employs a crystal
of what is known as a semi conductor, such as silicon.
This crystal has the property that when sunlight
strikes it electric charges are set up, the negative
charges all going to one side of the crystal and the
positive charges to the other. Fig. 6 shows the solar
battery. When the output
together a current will flow. However, this battery
is very expensive to manufacture at the moment and
can only be used for special purposes.
Distilling Sea Water

One of the simplest and cheapest applications for
solar energy is in distilling sea water to provide
fresh water. This has been used quite extensively in
some arid countries to provide drinking water and
water for irrigation.

Fig. 8 shows a solar still. It consists simply of a
long trough which holds the sea water. The trough
is painted black to assist the absorption of the sun's
rays. In some installations the water itself is also
dyed black to make even more certain that all the
sunlight is absorbed. The sun shines on to the water
through a sloping glass sheet. In operation the sun
heats the salt water which then starts to evaporate.
The water vapour rises and is then condensed on the
sloping glass plate which is comparatively cool. The
droplets of water run down the glass and are collected
in a channel. The salt in the water is left behind in
the trough, and is washed out at the end of the day
when the sun has gone down, ready for the next day.

Perhaps the most exciting development which we
can see in the future is in using the sun to produce
chemical changes. Of course this happens every day
when the sun shines on our crops and trees to make
them grow, but in this latest development we would
in fact grow our crops in water. The " crops "
would then be used either for human food, or would
be burnt in a gas turbine to produce power. This
chemical process is called Photosynthesis.
Photosynthesis

In this process use is made of the fact that water and
the gas carbon dioxide can be combined together to

aeTank

0
4Nitrates

Pump
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form carbohydrates in the presence of chlorophyl and
sunlight. Chlorophyl is the green substance in all
plant growth, while carbohydrates are the basis of all
fats and proteins. From this we can see that if we
can bring the four ingredients water, carbon dioxide,
chlorophyl and sunlight together in the right pro-
portions we will be able to make unlimited food, or
if we have enough food, unlimited fuel.

A plant to produce these carbohydrates is shown
in Fig. 9. The source of the carbohydrates and
chlorophyl is a small green algae called Chlorella
Pyrenoidosa. The algae are kept in the tank where
they " grow " under the influence of sunlight and
the carbon dioxide which is injected into the water
recirculation pipe. A pump takes suction from the
bottom of the tank and draws off water and some of
the algae, and passes it to a centrifuge. The algae and
water are separated in the centrifuge, the water being
recirculated and the algae being collected. Nitrates
are added to the recirculating water to provide
minerals if the algae are to be used for food. It has
been shown in tests that it should be possible to
produce 4o tons of algae per acre per year. This is of
course very much higher than can be grown in the
normal manner. Another advantage is that with only
small changes fats, proteins, or carbohydrates can be
produced. One of the big problems of course is will
we like eating algae?
Solar Furnaces

One other use for the power of the sun, which in
its way is very useful but which is never likely to
become very commonplace, is Solar Furnaces. These
are used for experimental purposes and are very
expensive to build. Fig. to shows a small solar
furnace. It consists of a parabolic mirror very
accurately finished so that it brings the rays of the
sun to a very small focus. Samples of metals can be
melted by placing them at the focus of the mirror, or
their heat resistance can be tested. The largest solar
furnace ever built is in France. Its parabolic mirror
is 3 'ft. in dia. and can generate a temperature of
5400 deg. F. at its focus. The amount of heat it
collects is so great that/it can melt 130 lb. of iron each
hour! Another furnace in America is noteworthy in
that although it is smaller than the French one, it
can produce a temperature of 8,500 deg. F. at the
focus. The temperature of the surface of the sun
itself is only to,000 deg. F.

Parabolic Mirror

Sun
Tracking

Mechanism

Focus of Parabolic mirror
where sample is held

Fig. so.-Small
solar furnace.
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A WIND -OPERATED TRAFFIC COP
By B. T. Bryce

FINDING that we have more wind than we
know what to do with most of the year round,
and having decided that it was high time that

it was put to work, I got out pencil and paper and
after racking the old brain box for a while came up
with the Traffic Policeman described here. It has
caused some interest and much amusement in the
neighbourhood-and some caustic comments from a
real Traffic Policeman living over the street.

Materials and Construction
Plywood is used for the body. The material is

ruled with in. squares and the figure copied thereon
and cut out-the head, body and outstretched hand
being cut in one piece. This is well varnished and
painted after completion to make it weatherproof.
Masonite or thin metal would serve as well.

The right hand is made of tin and pivots on a
piece of *in. brass brazing rod, cranked at both ends.
The one end is soldered to the hand and this end
should be carried well up into the palm of the hand
to strengthen it. The other end carries a counter -

REAR VIEW
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weight, weighing slightly less than the hand. The
hand itself is twisted at an angle to catch the wind-
much like a single bladed propellor. At the top of its
travel the hand should not quite reach a vertical
position but should lie very slightly forward.

The body pivots on a piece of fin. brazing rod
turned down to tin. at one end to form a bearing.
All brackets are made of thin brass drilled to take the
rods and fixed to the body with small rivets.

Motivation
The outstretched arm and hand act as a vane,

turning the policeman into the wind. The right hand
then comes to the raised position, and, being unable
to travel any further, tends to turn the policeman
out of the wind. The hand then falls and the process
is repeated over and over again.

Some experiment may be necessary in regard to
the twist in the right hand and the counterbalance
weight to get everything working properly.

The original is mounted on the roof of my garage,
facing the street and exposed to all the winds.

SUN -POWERED CAR
AT unusual combination of the old and

the very new was seen recently in
London. The car, a 1912 Baker electric,
was, for demonstration of the principle
only, equipped with a solar power unit of
the same type used in space satellites. In
eight hours the solar cells produce energy
sufficient to run the car for one hour and
the top speed possible is 20 m.p.h.

The principle of operation is that the
10,640 -silicon cells on the panel on the
car roof convert the sunlight to electricity
which is fed into storage batteries (see
sketch). From the batteries power is fed
to the 3 h.p. motor. Operation when the
sun is not shining is possible by means of
intermediate storage. An American, Dr.
Charles Alexander Escoffery, invented the
car.
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the components. After test the motor box is cleaned
up and fitted with hinged lid, catch, etc.

Motor and Amplifier Box
Using fin. thick deal, make the sides as shown in Fig.

2 and prepare the xzin. x rosin. hardboard base.
Panel pins are used. The motor deck is made the
same size as the base from soft 16 g. aluminium sheet.

BATTERY/MAINS RE
Ideal for

the

Family
Picnic

(Above) Battery ver-
sion and (below)
battery 'mains model.

TWO prototypes were constructed, one to work off
a 12V. car battery or, after modification, 6V.,
and another to work off a car battery or the

mains. There is no conventional chassis, and the
motor deck is the output transistor heat sink, so
amplifier and motor box are made up first and fitted
with the correctly drilled motor deck, followed by

It is drilled as in Fig. 1, using carpenter's drills.
Hole D must be large enough to take the TU9 unit
without touching the blackened aluminium sheet
when grommets are fitted into the fixing holes E, F
and G. Ensure that the speed control does not foul
the sheet. Do not mount the motor permanently yet.
Check the components in their holes as follows:

B. SL82/1/3 Dial lamp assembly.
A. S.645 slide switch.
C. Insulated mounting forVolume Control (Fig.9).
H. Insulated mounting for Motor Speed Control

as for C.
J. Grommet hole for B.S.R. " Ful-Fi " pick-up

assembly.
K. Special pick-up holder to be described.
L. V3o/ro p. Transistor, see Fig. 8c.

Countersink the holes round the edge of the panel
and mount it on the box (Fig. 3).

Mounting the Components
Woodscrews are used mainly for this. The motor

deck must not be in electrical contact with anything
as it is directly connected to the collector of the
output transistor. It is not the usual earth. To each
component attach a soldering tag and a red pos. lead
and connect them all together in lieu of a normal
chassis or earth. The electrolytic capacitors usually
require different treatment. The position of the
components can be judged from Figs. 4 and 5.
Keep the laminations of one transformer completely
at right angles to the other.

The Electrolytic Capacitors
The double 3,00014,F. 6V. working are available

from Messrs. R. S. C. Ltd., 29 Moorfield Road,
Leeds x2 and the rather more
bulky ones from Messrs.
Technical Trading Co., 25o
Fratton Road, Portsmouth or
from Messrs. Radio Clearance
Ltd., 27 Tottenham Court
Road, London, W. Fixing
clips should be obtained at
the time of ordering.

If the solder tag on the can
is negative, a wire must be
fixed before the can is placed
in the clip and fixed down.
Where double 3,000iLF con-
densers are used the two tags
are joined together (Fig. 5).

Resistor RI
This is made by winding

35ocm. of 32 g. enamelled
copper wire on to a 5W.
carbon resistor of any value
larger than io ohms. A The battery model
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wooden pencil might also be used (Fig. so). The
wire is layer wound and soldered to the wire ends
or taken through slots or drilled holes in the case of
a pencil.

Resistors 2 and 3
If difficult to obtain these could be made up on

resistors in the same way as R1. Forty-six

CORD PLAYER
s.w.g. Eureka is most suitable, but alternatives are
given below:

Resistance Wire Chart

s.w.g. (Eureka) 46 40 38

CMS. of wire for R2 3.7 13'4 22.8

cms. for R3 30'5 120 190

The Volume Control
A standard control is insulated from the motor

deck, using three fibre washers (Fig. 9). The smaller
one fits in the hole C of Fig. 1, if it is thicker than the
sheet rub it down on glass paper. When mounted
test for isolation. Note that the tags do not touch the
motor board. If hum is present " earth " the metal
casing of VIts to the pos. line (red).

Transistors
Tr.2 is only used at a fraction of its power rating,

to withstand high ambient temperature.
Tr.3 is mounted directly on the panel and is visible

near the pick-up head. The two small pins must not,
however, contact the metal panel. Tr.z is mounted
as in Fig. 8b in the approximate position of Fig. 5.
Always fix firmly to heat sink before soldering.

The Driver Transformer (TR.x)
Any normal type output transformer is stripped to

give a stack something like Fig. 11. If a former is
removed intact it is used. If not then the part of the
stack marked X is covered with paper, then covered

with paper saturated with
Perspex type cement, allowed
to dry and the whole lot slid
off the stack. A temporary
block of wood is fitted inside
and the wire wound on.
There is no need for end
pieces.

One hundred and seventy
turns of 28 g. enamelled silk
covered copper wire (obtain-
able from Messrs. Post Radio
Supplies, 33 Bourne Gardens,
E.4) are wound on leaving
6in. at each end for connec-
tions. One thousand four
hundred turns of 36 g.
enamelled silk covered copper
wire are then wound on. It
may be easier to do this if a
layer or two of transparent
adhesive tape is placed over
the first winding. A sug-

Two views of the battery version wiring.

gested method of winding is shown in Fig. 52.
If a break occurs scrape and solder the join, cover

in transparent tape and continue winding. When
completed the former is slid on the stack over " X "
of Fig. 1s. If no former is used cover the four
portions marked " Y " with transparent tape to stop
the wire touching the laminations. Refit as in Fig. 2x.

Output Transformer (TR.2)
Make up as Tr. 1, but use a larger mains trans-

former stack. Use 26o turns of enamelled copper
20 g. A tapping is made as shown in Fig. 13. The
wire is looped to make the tapping, and the loop must
not be cut when wiring up. Tap after 16o turns.
When completed check that there is no connection
between the windings and the laminations and that
there is a direct connection between the two ends of
the coil. When wired the speaker may connect
to either end and the centre tap.

Wiring
Those who can read the theoretical circuit (Fig. 6)

should use it to wire up the unit. The wiring position
is not critical, but the shortest possible lead from one
place to another should be used. The solder tags
s, 2 and 3 of Fig. 5 are all wired together with a black
wire and form the main H.T. line (neg.) which
is in the switched circuit.

Tag 4 of Fig. 5 is equivalent to the dot to the left
of R11 in Fig. 6. It is the decoupled H.T. supply
point for Tr.s.

When the wiring is done copy out the theoretical
circuit and then ink it in carefully as each part is
checked. Note in particular correct polarity of
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Battery/mains model turntable layout.

electrolytics and reading of the transistor coding for
emitter and base in the power types and for collector
and emitter in the audio one (Fig. 8).

Testing the Amplifier
Wire up to a 12V. supply of dry cells or lead acid

cells. On connecting, or switching on a loud click
should be heard from the speaker. Touch the base of
Tr. r with a piece of metal held in the hand. Loud
clicks should be heard and if mains is wired on in the
house loud humming should result.

If a meter is available place it on IA. range in the
main positive lead to the battery and remove the
warning lamp. The battery drain will be about
zA. depending on the actual voltage of the battery.
Resistor R3 is very critical and is the controlling
factor on the standing current drain Tr.3, and al-
though the value stated is very satisfactory some read-
ers may like to alter its value by a few ohms at a time,
i.e. to get minimum drain when using dry batteries.

If a pick-up is available connect it directly to the
red lead and through a orp.F condenser to the slider
of VR1. Try out on a record; do not worry at this
stage about some distortion as the pick-up may not

Some of the wiring of the battery/mains model.
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be compensated. Volume should be more than is
comfortable in a normal living room.

The amplifier is made to work safely off voltages
from 6 to 15 in high ambient temperatures.

Pick-up Network
The network of Fig. 7 a or b may be used, the

former giving most volume, the latter better quality.

Motor Mounting
Grommets or fibre washers as for VRi are fitted

into the holes E, F and G of Fig. 1. Use nuts, bolts
and washers to bolt the motor in position. Check
that there is no connection between the motor's
metal mountings and the blackened aluminium sheet.
Wobble the motor about a bit and make sure no
short can occur.

The maker's copper earthing ribbon from the
motor itself to the mounting metal must be kept in
place, but the screw used (a self tapper) may need
shortening to stop it shorting on to the aluminium
sheet.

Wiring up the Motor
The circuit is given in Fig. 14. For operation on

6V., R13 is not required and VRz could, but need
not, be dispensed with. C8 is very necessary and
should be wired with short leads. It may be necessary
to wire another condenser in parallel to cut out all
motor "crackle," as in Fig. 1413.

On 6V. operation, once set, the additive speed
control will probably not have to be reset for 33 or 78
records, but for r2V. operation more resistance must
be in circuit on 33's compared to 78's.

Motor Consumption
The maker's figures for consumption are: 78's,

55mA.; 45's, 48mA., and 33's, 44mA. If consumption
is a little higher than stated R13 may have to be
reduced by about 'al to get sufficient speed on 78's
and conversely if a motor draws slightly less current
R13 may have to be increased slightly to run the
motor slow enough on 3j 's.

The Pick-up
This is mounted in hole " J " on Fig. 1; a large

split grommet is used and the nut is not done up dead
tight so that there is plenty of play on the pivot arm..
A small rest bracket (Fig. 15) is made as the one
supplied is too tall.

Wiring is shown in Fig. 7 a and b and should pre-
sent no difficulty. Screened lead is not necessary.
If headphones are connected to the leads of Fig. 7a
or b and the pick-up stylus gently touched, scratching
should be heard, or if placed on a record the music
should be heard. If not, the cartridge is damaged or
R9 or RI2 is faulty.

Speaker Enclosure and Lid
This is made in the same manner as the amplifier

box except that it is 4in. deep instead of 3in. With
other speakers this dimension could be further
modified.

The top is made of ordinary hardboard, shaped as
in Fig. 17.

The speaker mounting is shown in Fig. x6. The
grill of expanded iron or steel is obtainable from
Messrs. Clyne Radio. Small brass hinges are
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PARTS REQUIRED
Transistors 2 and 3: Goldtop V to/I5A were used in
prototypes. Vxo/3oA would probably give higher gain.
GET 8 would also probably suit.
Transistor x: Goldtop V3o/loP in the prototypes. V3o/2oP
would probably give higher gain and GET 5 would probably
suit.
Motor and Turntable: B.S.R. TU9 four speed turntable
unit for 6V. D.C. This motor has a governor incorporated,
order through any dealer or consult the makers Messrs.
Birmingham Sound Reproducers Ltd., Monarch Works,
Old Hill, Staffs for details of stockists.
Battery Input Plug and Socket: Bulgin P36o, male and
female, obtainable from dealers or Messrs. A. F. Bulgin Ltd.,
Barking, Essex.
Pick-up: Any high output crystal pick-up is suitable.
Prototype used B.S.R. " Ful-Fi " as normally supplied with
TUq unit.
Resistors: All quarter watt unless otherwise stated.
RI. This is home-made. See Fig. to.
Rz. 60. This can be home-made, see text. 'W.
R3. 5042. This can be home-made, see text. 3W. plus.
R4. ioo.Q.
R5. 4.7K is quite suitable, but experiment can be made
down to x K. A suitable collector current for Tr.2 would be
zo to 4o mA and is controlled by the value of R5.
R6. 'K.
R7. 3.3K.
R8. 47K.
R9. Simple circuit Fig. 7a. 1M. Fig. 7c. rooK.
Rio. 470.
Rx t. 470Q.
RI 2. 2M (not required with circuit of Fig. 7a).
R13. See text. Not required on 6V.
VR.1. Volume Control. Standard Size. swop.
VRz. Speed control where voltage is likely to vary over wide
limits. See text. Usually any value between too and sooQ
will suit. Standard size wire wound potentiometer is
suitable.
Condensers: Unless otherwise stated, electrolytic. The
first value given is the value used in the prototypes, the
second the smallest capacity likely to be suitable. Given in
case readers wish to make the amplifier in miniature form.
Cx and Cz. 6,000p.F.
C3. loop.F. 6V. --25µF.
C4. roop.F. 6V.-25p.F.
C5. 6000p.F. 6V. was used in both prototypes and no failure
occurred, but for perfect safety the working voltage should
be 12V. Values down to zoop.F. should be quite satisfactory.
C6. 6000pF. 6V.--1000p.F.
C7. Fig. 7a. 3oopF. to t000pF. The lower value will give
more treble and volume. Try 30o first. Mica or ceramic.
Fig. 7b. 3oopF. Mica or ceramic.
C8. 6000p.F (suppressor for motor) 6V.--r000µF. 6V.
Warning Lamp: Arcolectric SL/82/x /3 from dealers or in
case of difficulty from Messrs. Arcolectric Switches, Central
Avenue, West Molesey, Surrey. Use low wattage lamp,
x2,V., M.E.S.
Slide ON/OFF Switch: Arcolectric Thumb Slide S.645.
Single pole front mounting.
Driver Transformer: Home-made and commercial types
are equally satisfactory. The ratio should be about 7 or 8
to 1. The primary inductance about z Henries. Primary
turns resistance as low as possible.

Lasky's Radio, 207 Edgware Road, London, W.2, market
a suitable transformer GB.17o8 (Fig. 5). The turns ratio
appears to be 7i to x, the primary resistance roof? and
inductance 1.2 Henries approx.

The home-made one described has a primary resistance
of 8o$2 and an inductance of x1 Henries.
Output Transformer: An auto transformer is quite suitable.
A ratio of between z and 3 to x is required.

The primary inductance should be about rootIH. The
primary resistance must be as low as possible, even under

Lasky's market one (Fig. 21) which works well (GBx7o7)
although the primary D.C. resistance is rather high. One
winding of 29Q (red wire) is not used. D.C. resistance
would appear to be rather over 2Q. Inductance is 16op.H.
Ratio is about 21 : I.

The home-made one described has a D.C. resistance of
o912 and the primary inductance is loogH.

Prototype x uses " Lasky's " and Prototype z uses home-
made transformers to show methods of connection (Figs.
5 and zz).
Fuses: (Not shown in circuits.) Small glass types blowing
at about riA. (make sure they hold when switching on)
would probably protect the big transistors, but not the first
(V3o/toP) against accidental connection to reversed battery
voltage.
Speaker: Any 3Q type with a permanent magnet that will
fit. Prototypes use 6 or 7in. ellipticals.

29

Battery/mains model component layout.

recessed as in Fig. 17; the recesses in the lid are twice
the hinge depth.

A small length of fine cord is used to stop the lid
opening too far, or a conventional lever type stop
could be used, but remember the aluminium plate is
part of the live circuit.

Finishing Off
Attaché type clips can be fitted (obtainable in

packets from do-it-yourself stores), a leather carry 
ing handle, and a coat or to of gloss paint, stuck on
plastic, or leatherette will give the unit a professional
touch. If the unit is to be used actually in a car
cover the hinges with a little plastic material to avoid
a short if they touch the car's metalwork.

Record Storage
Refer to Fig. 16. If the speaker has been correctly

positioned (Fig. 17) the magnet will just rest over,
but not touch the motor spigot. About four 45 r.p.m.
records may be placed on the turntable with a small
rubber pad above.

Battery Leads
Large coloured crocodile clips may be used.

Colour also the battery lugs. WRONG CONNECTION
will certainly damage the output transistor and
possibly the others. If a plug is fitted on the dash-
board or under the running board (for picnic use)
make it a non -reversible type, i.e. three pin without

(Below) Positioning transformer, rectifier, etc.
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using the third pin. Do not let the metal panel of the
unit touch a metal part of the vehicle when in use.

Mains/Battery Version
The basic circuit remains the same (Fig. 23), but

the position of some of the components has to be
modified to allow the speaker to be fixed inside the
cabinet. In addition there is a transformer with full -
wave rectifier and a simple smoothing circuit to
provide about 'W. D.C. when the car or motor -cycle
battery is not available. A two-way switch is used
to switch the unit to whichever supply is used;
special non -interchangeable plugs are used so that
the mains cannot be plugged into the battery operating
leads. Ventilation holes for the rectifier are drilled
in the base.

The Amplifier Box
This is shown in Fig. 2oa. Construction is similar

to, the box for the battery only unit, but deeper. Cut
the speaker oval before assembly. The motor deck
is exactly as previously detailed and shown in Fig. 1.
The additional hole " M " is required to take the
battery/mains switch.

PARTS REQUIRED FOR MAINS/BATTERY VERSION
All parts are as for the battery only model except:

C9 and Cro. These are very large 12V. working electrolytic
capacitors. If difficult to obtain, wire two 6V. 6000p.F.
types in series.
Lt. Smoothing Inductance. A home-made choke wound
with 4oz. of tog. enamelled copper wire on a stack from an
old standard speaker' transformer. The inductance should
be at least 5omh. and the resistance under sQ.
MRx. Any metal full wave rectifier bridge giving 24A. plus
at r2V. will suit. Prototype used Selenium type from R.S.C
(Leeds) Ltd. Good ventilation is necessary and it is well
to over -rate the rectifier, or cut large ventilation holes.
TR.3 A small battery charger type is required. Output
should be about r5V. at rlA. or more. Obtainable from
Messrs. Radio Supply Co., 29 Moorfield Road, Leeds 12.
It is wired permanently for 24oV. the other tappings are
not required.
S2. Any single pole change over switch would suit. Proto-
type uses Arcolectric T220 thumb slide switch.

Mains Connection Plug
It is vitally important that the leads used for battery

operation cannot be plugged into the mains. Use Bulgin
plug and socket P194 which is similar to the P36o, but not
interchangeable with it.
R14. 4.7K. fitted in lieu of VR1.
VR3 fitted in lieu of R6. Value 5K, wire wound.
R15 and 16. o5 or sQ, 2W. 6in. of 26g Eureka will suit.
RI7. See text.
R18. 15 to 20, 93W. or use 24V. warning lamp.

Mounting the Components
Layout is not critical, provided the transformers and

choke are all well separated or at right angles to each
other no troubles will arise. The metal rectifier is
mounted so that air can circulate, two methods of
mounting are shown in Fig. 22. General mounting
positions are shown in Fig. 2r. Note that C9 and
Ci o have been replaced by four 6V. condensers
which are easier to obtain (see Figs. 18 and 19 and
components list). Either home-made or commercial
transformers obtainable from Messrs. Lasky's may
be used. Note the new position of the volume control.

Wiring
Wire the amplifier alone first. This should be

tested and the motor and suppressor condenser,
speed control and R13 (if required) added. The
unit should then be tested again. The complete
rectifier and smoothing unit is then wired in and the
unit tested for mains operation. Use red and black
wires for main D.C. supply all through the unit
(see Fig. 21).

In the rectifier/ smoothing unit, RI 7 should be
adjusted to give i2V. final output; generally a value
of about i S2 will suit. The unit will work without it.
CI o may be doubled in capacity by fitting another
similar condenser in parallel if required. The
rectifier must never get hotter than 65 deg. F. R15
and i6 may be made in the same way as resistor Ri
but using about 6in. to 8in. of 26 g. Eureka resistance
wire on a W. resistor.

Operation on Mains
Mains is plugged in via socket P194. S2 is put to

" Mains " and the amplifier and motor switched on
by Si. Speed control is set (once the place is known
it can be marked).

Operation on 12V. D.C. and 6V. D.C.
D.C. from car battery is fed in via plug P36o.

The leads should be clearly marked RED and
BLACK and there should be no possibility of wrong
connection, even of a momentary nature. Large
crocodile clips clearly labelled will do, or better still
fit a P36o on the dash -board of the car and wire it
correctly to the battery.

The best way to obtain universal operation on 6V.
or 24oV. is to make Tr.3 an 8V. transformer in lieu
of 15. Omit Rt3 and adjust " R " of Fig. 18 for
about 6.6V. across Cio on load. The unit will then
deliver at reduced volume on both battery and mains.

6/i2V./Mains Operation
This is not recommended as connection to 12V.

when switched to 6 would be very serious for the
motor unit.

However, if Tr.3 is kept at a i5V. type, all that is
required is to have a switch across R13. With Ri3
shorted out unit works on 6V., with switch open on
12V. Thus universal operation is obtainable. The
switch must NEVER be left in the 6V. position and
MUST always be in the 12V. position for mains
operation. See Fig. 25.

The unit will work from model train batteries but
it is best to work the motor separately off a 6V. smaller
battery to avoid motor interference. A large electro-
lytic fitted across the battery may help in this
respect.

If the component values are altered to the specifica-
tion given below the consumption will be only about
2oomA. with, of course, less volume. The parts are
as in Fig. 6, the following values being substituted:

R2, 409 R8, 33K.
R3, 4509 Rio, 4-7K.
R4, rooS2 RI t, 47K.
R5, 4,7009 VRI, 5oK.
R7, 5,000S2

Tr.2 may be wound with 26 g. enamelled wire
tapped at 8o, too and 220 turns with a total of about
50o turns. This gives rather a high resistance and
consumption is limited. The speaker is connected to
any two tappings by experiment.
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MANY amateurs bemoan the fact that they have
only makeshift darkrooms. Blacking -out
a room is only one of the drawbacks to be en-

countered and the storage of equipment is usually a
headache.

The answer, of course, is a room which can be
used as a permanent darkroom. This is not always
available but for many householders there is a space
which is seldom thought of-and then only as a dim,

There is no reason why the loft-or part of it-
cannot be made habitable and the blacking out is
almost complete already! True, there is no running
water (unless the rising main is tapped) but then-
contrary to popular belief-running water is not
essential; just water.

The author's darkroom measures about 9ft. X 4ft.
with a maximum ceiling height of 6ft. 6in. It is
completely lightproof, well insulated, easily warmed
and cooled-and clean. A printing session starts by
taking up a bucket of water into the loft and setting
out the enlarging lens, dishes and paper; it ends by
putting away the lens, etc., and bringing down the
bucket containing dishes, used developer and prints.
The prints can then be washed and dried in the
kitchen. Fig. 4 shows the lay -out of the darkroom.

Construction
The highest part of the loft is against the party

wall (for a semi-detached house) between the

Darkroom
73cy're
niloft

instead of having to make use
of temporary accommodation.

by E. W. Summers, B.Sc.

chimney -breasts. This space was utilised, the floor
being laid first consisting of a catwalk eft. wide
leading to it from the loft door and then an actual
working area of not more than 5o sq. ft. The more
compact the room is the easier it is to reach things
when sitting down. Stout flooring was the aim and
this is most easily achieved by using tin. planed
boards butted together and screwed down to the
joists. The latter run parallel to the wall which
forms one side of the darkroom and the boards end
flush with one of the joists. Uprights of Sin. x Ilin.
timber were screwed to this joist and also at the top
to the roof beams, packing where necessary to ensure
that they were vertical. The spacing of the uprights
should be planned to utilise best the sizes of hard-
board sheeting to be used for the walls. The author
was able to use 4ft. x 4ft. but the size of the loft
door opening is the governing factor: the diagonal
should be measured, 3ft. 6in. being about the
minimum for getting a bowed 4ft. sheet through.
Cross battens of any available timber were secured
to the uprights, strengthening with corner brackets
where required. Other uprights were fixed to the
brick wall to make supports for the hardboard
forming the shorter walls and two uprights were also
erected-in this case at one corner-as supports for
the darkroom door. Fig. 3 shows the outside of one
of the walls.

The Benches
Before screwing on or pinning the hardboard to

Fig. I ( Top of
the page).-A corner
of the darkroom

before decoration.

Fig. 2 (Left).-The
light fitting in the
ceiling with pull -

switch.

Fig. 3 (Right).-
The interior of the
loft showing the out-
side of one of the

darkroom walls.
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its battens it is as well to install any permanent
fixtures. The enlarger bench and " wet " bench
should be separate and can conveniently be at right
angles, the latter being half under the chimney -
breasts. Fig. i shows these two benches. Quite heavy
timber should be used-especially for the enlarger
bench-and small angle brackets screwed to walls and
floor usually provide the necessary rigidity. A second-
hand bench or table can often be used as " darkroom
furniture." The tops of the benches need to be
covered with an easily cleaned material.

Electrical Wiring
Before fixing the tops to the benches all electrical

wiring was installed. As very little power is used
(except for a space heater which runs from a separate
supply) the house lighting circuit was tapped. This
supply was brought in at a convenient point and a
master switch used to control it. A 5A. fuse was
fitted into the " line " lead in case of accidental
shorting occurring in the darkroom equipment when
the remainder of the house will not be plunged into
darkness.

From the master switch a lead was taken to a
junction box and then separate leads to as many
switched sockets as required. In the darkroom
Cutaway to allow
for may height
for

enlarger

Socket for
space heater

/ Cnimney
breast

1 N
SwitchesI I

/ Wet bench
Chair Shelf

.
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the switch controlling the enlarger and run to the
foot of the enlarger bench. This provides for the
installation of a foot -switch.

Having tested the wiring the bench tops were
screwed down. The top of the enlarger bench is
slightly higher than that on the other bench so that
if a spillage of liquid occurs on the wet bench it will
not run on to the " dry " one.

Fitting the Ceiling
The ceiling of the darkroom was then fitted.

Hardboard was screwed to the rafters but, for
economy of materials and on heating what is really
wasted space, this need not be to the apex of the
house roof. The top of the " triangle " was cut as
shown, head clearance being about 6ft. 6in. This
roof design also allows for a neat fitting of the general
illumination light: a rectangular hole loin. x 8in.
cut in the ceiling to take a sheet of diffusing glass
(the opal side of an old safelight serves admirably)
which is supported by overlapping half -round beading
pinned around the hole. A large wattage bulb' was
fitted vertically above the glass in a 45 deg. angled
batten holder screwed to a rafter and surrounded
with a reflector (foil -backed wrapping paper from a
bromide paper packet) to concentrate the light. A

Safe lamp

Ceiling light

Master switchh
Socket

Floci, covered with
'Sisalcrat-t' ,:(Cabmet of

Space heater Shelves II IN
.1.

Existing brickwork
of party wall

Chimney breast

Table for radio
or fan

described these are for a safelight, dish heater,
enlarger, enlarger/printer and a spare for fan or
radio, etc.

Three -core cable was used for safety, the earth
lead being taken to the rising water main.

The white light is used for general illumination
and its supply by-passes the master switch. It is
turned on from a switch close to the loft door but
there is also a pull -switch in the darkroom itself.
The only other point is 13A. for the space heater (in
this case a .5kW. convection radiator), the lead for
this coming from its own fuse box on the meter
board. When fitting up the switched sockets it will
be a great convenience if a pair of leads is taken from

Catwalk

Riage Deam
house roof 10-

c oft door
opening

Fig. 4.-The lay -out of the dark-
room.

pull -switch completes the fitting.
(See Fig. a.) The walls were now
screwed into position and all the
joins covered with half - round
moulding, quadrant being used
in the corners. The safe -light

was fitted over the wet bench.
The door is also made from hardboard on a tin. x

I lin. frame with cross -strut, lap -joints being strong
enough for this. A surround to the door of t )in. x
tin. moulding ensures a snug fit which is lightproof.
The interior of the darkroom was decorated quickly
with emulsion paint-a light grey being preferred-
and the walls and ceiling surrounding the enlarger
were papered with matt black paper, although black
emulsion paint would serve as well.

To avoid the possibility of spilled liquid pene-
trating the ceilings of the rooms below in the event of
an accident the darkroom floor was covered with
" Sisalcraft " paper which is water-repellent.
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A SHAPE GAUGE
THE shape gauge to be described is an instrument

by means of which objects of irregular form
can be quickly and accurately duplicated

without actual measurement, and such shapes
recorded on paper or other material. Where the
matching of an immobile object is required the
instrument can be invaluable. In particular, the
cutting of linoleum around mouldings, shaped
corners or recesses can be more accurately accom-
plished by even the unskilled worker (see Fig. i).

The arrangement consists of a stout base plate (i),
and a smaller clamping plate (3). Between these are
sandwiched a number of exactly identical rods (2).

The clamping plate (3) is recessed on the under-
side, and is fitted with a pad of some frictionable
material (4) which protrudes slightly and rests on the
rod layer. At each end of the clamping plate is a
clearance hole, and passing through each hole is a
setscrew (5), these latter being firmly fixed in the
bottom plate (i). Two nuts or wingnuts (6) allow the
clamping plate to be tightened down, and as the
name implies, clamps the layer of rods, and prevents

The completed '
shape gauge.

them from further movements after their pre-
arranged positions have been set.

In use the shape gauge is placed in close proximity
to any irregular shaped surface that it is desired to
duplicate (so), and the rods of the gauge pushed
outwards, until the limit of movement to each and
every rod is arrived at. The nuts, or wingnuts, on the
clamping plate are then tightened, and the gauge
removed. It will then be seen that the exact shape of
the particular surface is formed, and this can then
be transferred to paper, or other material, by means
of pencil, or scriber, run along the shape formed by
the projecting rods. Th6 rods (2) can be made from
medium gauge B.S. wire, brass wire or rod, or might
be made of a rigid plastic material. These rods may
be round or square section, and the fineness of the
shape produced is governed by the gauge or section
of rods used. The gauge can be made in various
overall sizes.
The Base Plate

This has a slightly raised portion at each side,
and at the rear end (is). This construction forms a
trough or tray for the rods, and secures an even
movement of the rods longitudinally. It is suggested
that both base plate and clamping plate (3) be
castings of a light alloy, both strong and rigid so that
no bending of either is possible on tightening the
clamping screws. Two plastic mouldings might be
arranged if above conditions were satisfied.

It is suggested that a further top plate (7) might
be added, covering a proportion of the rear end of
the rods, but allowing the latter free movement
longitudinally. This would assure that all the rods
are at all times on a horizontal plane, and a tendency
for the rods to overlap each other at the back pre-
vented. There must, however, be a sufficient area of
the rod layer exposed to allow the rods to be moved
forward by hand, or by other external means. A
rubber -surfaced block might be arranged to slide
along the rod layer, giving a more positive grip and
movement to the rods.

The plate (7) is secured to the side edges of the
base plate by set screws (8). A knob (9) is convenient
,for gripping and positioning the shape gauge.

Fig. 1.-Details for making and using the shape gauge.
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ing
A simple instru-
ment for copying
drawings to scale

FIG. 3 shows the instrument in
action. The terminal " X " is fixed
to the drawing -board or table; ter-

minal " Y," which is pointed, is
traced along the outlines of the picture
to be reproduced; and terminal " Z "
carries the pencil which traces the
enlarged design on to the virgin paper.
It is also possible to produce the de-
sign either to the same size as the
original or smaller; this will be
explained later.

The Bars
Fig. 2. furnishes details of the bars which form the

main part of the instrument. They can be made of
first-class quality fine-grained wood or of metal such
as brass, copper or bright mild steel. Since they
are not subjected to any great strain they can be
quite thin provided they are rigid. If of wood, it
should be about *in. to Ain. thick, and if of metal
so or rs s.w.g. In either case it should be sin. wide.
Three strips each 16in. long and one gin. long are
required. The ends should be neatly rounded and the
flat surfaces finely glasspapered if of wood (use
" Flour " grade as a final) and highly polished if of
metal.

All the holes are made to accommodate terminals
or 'their like having 4BA threads and should there-
fore be drilled with a kin. or No. 26 drill. While
their distances apart are somewhat selective, they are
not critical within a few thousandths of an inch
provided all four match perfectly. It is therefore
essential to clamp the pieces together carefully, in
perfect alignment, and drill through the four in one
operation. The holes must, of course, be central,
and all centres should be accurately pointed with the
aid of a fine marking awl and spring punch. First
drill the two holes at the extreme ends then the

Pencil holder

Pointer terminal

Fig. 1.-Pencil holder and adapted terminals.

centre one; the clamps may now be removed and
4 BA bolts passed through the holes and tightened
with nuts-this will keep the four bars in a firm
position while the remaining holes are bored.

The Controls
Four BA wireless terminals were used. Fig.

shows the six fittings needed. The pencil holder is
easily adapted from the guide -tube of an old type
variable wireless condenser. It will be found that
the Ain. hole which passes through the centre will
just admit a small round section pencil as found in
most pocket diaries. A 6 BA locking screw holds
the pencil tightly in position at the required height.
This pencil holder is marked " Z " in Fig. 3.

The pointer terminal needs no alteration except
that the end of the shank is filed to a blunt point.
Note that while this point must be on the fine side,
since it is used to follow the lines of the, original
drawing, it must not be needle sharp or it will tear
the paper. This pointer is marked " Y " in Fig. 3.
The fixed terminal requires a little more adaptation
and is really the blocks of two terminals threaded
on one shank which, at its lower end, is filed as a
wood screw. If this operation is found too difficult,
the 4 BA thread may be left and a suitable threaded
hole made in the drawing board to receive it. This
terminal is marked " X " in Fig. 3.

The guide terminal is very similar to the pointer
except that the shank is filed down considerably and
finished with a smooth round end which should be
finished with " flour " emery cloth and then highly
polished. Its sole purpose is to keep the pantograph
horizontally level and it must glide smoothly, neither
making any mark nor offering any resistance. This
is marked " V " in Fig. 3 and the two swivel terminals
" W." These latter merely require, the surplus
shank to be cut off with a hacksaw. It will be under-

SwafeL terminals

Guide terminal.
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stood that the lower portions of all these terminals
are tight fits and that only the tops revolve by hand
pressure on the milled edges; the bar or bars lie
between the terminal heads and bases and are locked
or loosened as required.

Enlarging
Having assembled the instrument as shown plainly

in Fig. 3, you will have the fixed terminal bottom
left and this is screwed near the bottom left corner
of the drawing -board. The picture to be copied is
now fastened with small drawing -pins to the board
as shown, and adjacent to it is pinned the plain
sheet of paper on to which the enlarged picture is to

/1 be traced. The size of this paper will naturally
depend upon the degree of enlargement about to be
made. If the swivel terminals are fitted in the holes
marked " z " the finished drawing will be twice
the size of the original; if in " 3," three times the
length and three times the breadth of the original,
and so on up to eight times, which is the limit of this
particular instrument. It could be made to execute
greater enlargements but it covers a wide field as it
is and greater enlargement would only be needed
under exceptional circumstances.

The pointer will be the bottom centre terminal
and the fitting lower right is the pencil holder in

r -0-

-410-

Pointer
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which the pencil is held at such a height that the
pointer just skims the surface of the original. In
action, the pointer is guided with the left hand and
the eye kept on the original drawing. The tendency will
be to follow the lines being made by the pencil, but
this is fatal to accuracy-keep your eye on the pointer,
the pencil will take care of itself. A very slight pres-
sure on the pencil is retained with the right hand
with, only now and then, a glance to see that it is
marking well. Both swivel terminals, the guide
terminal, and the pointer terminal (all of which
engage with two bars) are kept as tight as possible
consistent with freedom of movement. The fixed
terminal and the pencil holder must be hand tight.

Drawing Same Size
If it is required to reproduce a design or picture of

equal size the fixed terminal should be transferred
to " Y " (Fig. 3) and the pointer to " X," the pencil
holder remaining at " Z. The swivel terminals
should be in No. 2.

Reducing
For reduction from the original, the pencil holder

is moved to " Y " and the pointer to " Z." The
swivel terminals are moved according to the reduction
degree required.

164
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Fig. 3.-(Below)
are required.
The Pantograph in action.

_Drawing board
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E.,V, King

Part 8 in our Automatic House Series
IT is fairly easy to make door bolts or to work

conventional door bolts by means of motors
with limit switches or solenoids operated by

push -buttons.

Solenoid Systems
Fig. 67 shows that if the switch is closed the bolt

(soft iron) will be drawn into the solenoid by mag-
netism. A spring (not shown) or gravity is used to
make it lock when the current is cut off.

Current is drawn all the time the bolt is in the off
position, but if the bolt is chamfered it will lift
itself on closing the door, and " lock in." Current is
this only needed at the instant of opening and a bell -
type push switch is suitable. Microswitches can be
used or two secret " brass screw contacts " can be
shorted with a penny, etc.

Gravity Return System
The bolt may be fitted above the door on a beam

or on the door at the bottom and thus the system is
not suitable for tall doors unless two bolts are fitted,
one on the top beam and one on the door bottom.
The bolts fall under action of gravity and may be
conventional door bolts with the handle removed and
oiled for free action. If the bolts are " slotted " so

A

Push type swit h
"Push for unlock"

B

Suitable
D.C. supply
(see text)

Fig. 67.-Circuit for single coil automatic door bolt.
Fig. 68.-(Right) Vertical automatic door bolt with

gravity lock.

that they cannot turn they may be chamfered so that
they will " lift " when the door is closed. Otherwise
current is used to lift the bolts as the door is closed.
The circuit for two bolts operated by one switch
will be as in Fig. 67 with the other coil connected to
" B " and " A." Fig. 68 shows this type of door
bolt.

Construction
Use a purchased solenoid or wind one on a Sin.

brass tube fitted with end washers. Insulate with
transparent adhesive tape and wind on 8 oz. of 3z
s.w.g. enamelled copper wire or according to the

Brass studding
with lock nuts



Brass tube
Compression /

Washer to 3/b'dia.)
spring

Bolt slides Split pin
in support Fixing lugs (soldered)

Copper tube (11; bore
bent as required.

Kerr Brass studding
a.--- with lock nuts

Coil

Mounting bracket

0

Metal curtain spring (uncovered)

voltage available. 24.V. D.C. is suggested as suitable
for most automatic equipment and a suitable power
pack was described in the April 196o issue. Power

I packs may be purchased ready made.
Broken indicator coils from car dumps are suitable

I and can be purchased cheaply. Those used on public
service vehicles are for 24V. but short -period

I operation of the 12V. type on 24:V. is permissible.
The bolt is of soft iron and must be larger than the

I bore of the solenoid interior. The bolt is then filed
so that it fits in the solenoid about tin. but will not

I go any further or a washer and split pin are fitted as
Iin Fig. 69.

The bolt must then be arranged to pass through
I a clearance hole in a bracket firmly fixed so that any

strain on the bolt is taken by the bracket and not the
I solenoid. (Fig. 68 and B. Fig. 71.)

The bolt will now fall out of the solenoid of itsI
own accord and this must be prevented by soldering

f into the bolt a brass rod, preferably threaded, and
fitted with a washer and two lock nuts. This is

tarranged to give a small -kin. approx. bolting action.
The arrangement is clearly seen in Figs. 68 and 69.

Fixing lug (soldered)
Wooden plug,
IV long.

Solder

Dooi bolt
(brass or iron)

Fig. 71.-Electromagnetic door
bolt, using double wound solenoid.
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Fig. 69.-(Left) Auto -
door bolt using direction

indicator coil.

Fig. 7o.-(Below) Re-
motely situated bolt.

Solder

, . .

Plunger cam or
solenoid operated

Operation from Batteries
The bolts will operate from batteries if they will

supply sufficient current; the batteries used for
model trains are the most suitable. Failure of the
battery will _make the bolt " permanently locked "
and secret spare terminals should be fitted in case this
happened. Car batteries and some battery chargers
will operate the bolts well.

Non -Gravity Operation
Fig. 69 shows a similar unit made to work hori-

zontally. A small coil spring is fitted in lieu of
" gravity " and the travel of the plunger is controlled
by lock nuts as before.

Providing a source of good amperage is available
one heavy duty switch can be made to bolt ALL
doors in a house by wiring them all in parallel.
Suitable fuses should be used in such a system as a
short, with high amperage available, could cause a
fire.

Operation Remotely from the Solenoid
In some locations there is no room for the solenoid

near the door, and a sliding " push-pull " member of
a flexible nature is required which can be led through
a copper tube to the bolt proper.

Bolt 3W long, Insulators.
P4 dia. brass (iron not steel). (hardboard)
tube,5° long B

Aluminium sheet
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Bolt support, sliding fit.

Fig. 7o shows how this can be done with ordinary
fin. bore copper tube and metal expander curtain
wire of the non -plastic type. Flexible control leads
could also be used and an old speedometer cable is
suitable. Gravity -operated bolts cannot be used with
this system unless aided by a light return spring.

Double Solenoid Automatic Bolts
This device is shown in Fig. 75 and two identical

solenoids are wound side by side on the brass tube.
Keep approximately to the dimensions shown.

In the model the bolt may be removed when
locking of the door is not required, but a combination
of this system with those already described may be
employed if the bolt is to be permanently retained.

Two micro -type switches, bell pushes or sets of
secret contacts are required as shown in Fig. 74.
When one circuit is completed, the bolt is drawn to
one end of the solenoid tube and thus can be shut
or opened at will. The unit must be mounted
horizontally and damping against vibrations may be
produced by using a light grease or vaseline within
the solenoid. A better system is to place a small
Alnico or similar magnet in the slot where the bolt
projection rests when the door is bolted (Fig. 75).
The bolt is then firmly held until the solenoid is

D.C.supply
to suit solenoid

Micro
switch
N/C

Release
push

button
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Coif

Lever stop Bracket

COIL FIXING

Using solenoid 10C/335 (Sallis No 139)

- Plunger

Fig. 72.-Lever operated doorCircuit
24 or 12v bolt using solenoid 5i2C1335
to release (Sallis No. 539. Franksbolt

No. 156).

energised, the force within the solenoid will be
much greater than that in the magnet.
Surplus Solenoid roC/335 as a Door Bolt

This solenoid is for izV. operation, but it will take
24.V. for reasonable periods quite safely. It is very
powerful and is easily adapted as shown in Fig. 72
for use as a door bolt. The bolt will open when the
circuit is made (bell -type push), but the bolt may be
fitted the other side of the long lever and then
contact will lock the door (using current all the time)
if a conventional switch is used.

There is a return spring within the solenoid, but
if an additional spring is required to withdraw a
stiffish bolt one may be fitted over the shaft between
x and y (Fig. 72), a compression -type spring being
required. The bolt will operate in any position.

For really strong operation of a bolt it is desirable
to fit a stop for the lever in the form of a strip of kin.

. (Continued at foot of next page)

Fig. 73.-(Left)
Circuit for auto-
matic locking as
door is closed
(single solenoid

systems).

Fig. 74.-(Right)
Wiring of electro-
magnetic double
wound door bolt.
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THIS stand was devised to enable the hair
dryer to be used while leaving both hands
free for sewing and knitting, etc. The

cost of materials was approximately rzs. 6d.
The base member is a Ford type wheel disc,
obtained for 2S. 6d. at the local scrap dealers.
It is weighted with a piece of mild steel plate,
obtained at the same place. A 3ft. piece of fin.
iron, steam or water pipe is used for the main
upright member and the adjustable member is a
3ft. piece of fin. copper tube of the domestic
plumbing type which makes a nice sliding fit in
the main upright. These two pieces cost 3s. 6d.
from the scrap dealers but could be purchased
new from a plumbers merchant. Two Terry
Spring clips (No. 8o/5), hold this particular
dryer quite firmly in position.

Construction 3'The base is prepared first (Fig. 1). A hole is
drilled in the true centre of the wheel disc to
give clearance for fin. BSP thread. A piece of
wood is shaped to conform to the contour of
disc and deep enough to make a tight fit between
top of disc and steel weight. This is also drilled
the same size as the disc. The weight is drilled
and tapped fin. BSP. The main upright member
(Fig. t) is threaded fin. BSP for approximately
21in. and a fin. BSP socket screwed up to the
end of the thread. Assemble as in Fig. t.

The top of the iron tube where it receives the
adjustable rod is chamfered off for neatness. Just
below the top a hole is drilled and tapped 14, in.
BSF and a nut of the same size brazed or welded
over it to give greater depth of thread for a Ain. BSF,
thumb locking screw. The end of this screw is
countersunk and filled with solder to prevent it
scratching the copper tube. The copper tube is
bent to an angle to suit the particular make of dryer
used and the exposed open end of the tube covered
with a chromium -plated domed -head nut screwed on
a short piece of brass rod and sweated into the end
of the tube. Just below the end a small rubber bush
acts as a rest for the main body of the dryer.
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, ,
72 Copper pipe

60°

Thumb screw Fig. z.-The
clips that hold

the dryer.

'16

atent
clips

Brass meta

an aid to easier

HAIR DRYING
By E. Blackshaw
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Iron pipe
1/2 0SP socket

Washer
Wood packing

tee( plate
Car wheel disc

Fig. r. Details of the base and main
upright member.

Two Terry Spring clips No. 80/5 are riveted to a
piece of brass or copper plate using the existing two
holes in each clip. See Fig. 2. The plate is then
brazed or bronze welded longitudinally by a fillet
to the copper tube. The base is black enamelled and
the upright smoothed down and enamelled cream,
the copper being polished and left unpainted.

AUTOMATIC DOOR BOLTS
(Continued from previous page)

steel or brass exactly fin. between centre of fixing
bolt and edge of lever, see Fig. 72, a and b approxi-
mately marking the measuring points. roC/335 is
obtainable from Messrs. A. T. Sallis, Brighton.

The coils may be mounted in various ways. One
way is shown in Fig. 75 where the coils are firmly
clamped over a couple of layers of insulating tape
with aluminium or brass sheet. Another is where
small steel or brass brackets are soldered to the
brass solenoid tube at one or both ends. (Fig. 68.)

Once the bolt is installed and is working properly
a small wooden or metal box should be fixed over it
and all wires firmly fixed down. Fuses should be
fitted somewhere in the circuit or in the power pack
(5A. is a suitable value).

Fig. 73 shows a system in which the bolt auto-
matically " bolts " itself once a door is closed.
The micro -switch must be fixed to the back of the
door post so that it is operated just as the door
finally closes. This opens the circuit and the bolt
drops. Opening is done by another switch of the

micro or push -type wired in parallel with the former
one. This is depressed until the door is opened a few
thousandths of an inch, the other switch then auto-
matically takes over. Current is consumed as long
as the door is open. A warning lamp of suitable
voltage may be fitted across the coil, see dotted line
in Fig. 73. Fit bal catches.

(To be continued)

Alnico or
similar magnet

Bolt

Fig. 75.-Magnetic anti -vibra-
tion attachment.
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SAILING CANOE
(Concluded from page 9)

a rin. or *in. thick X 6in. wide board with a hole in
the centre of a diameter to suit the thickness of the
mast (Photo 8). The bottom pin of the mast is
fitted into a hole which is drilled into the spine.

Place the mast in position. Unroll the sail-which
is kept rolled around the gaff and boom. Hold the
gaff, push the tenon into position, pin and at the
same time fix the gaff hook over the top mast pin.
Insert the pin which will hold the boom to the mast.
Fix a line by means of a spring hook to the end of
the boom. This is your handline to control the sail.
Secure all loose pins by means of a short length of
thin chain to the mast.

Rudder
Fig. 7 shows all the parts you will need and also

construction of the rudder. Photo 9 shows how it is
fitted to the stern of the canoe. See that you make a
good connection between cross -piece and back -
batten; two screws are enough.

The hardboard rudder is cut to shape, fitted into
the slot of the back -batten and secured with two or
three nuts and bolts, which go right through the
back -batten and hardboard. It is then painted.

A long wire pin is used to fix the rudder to the
rudder -block at the stern of the canoe, secure this
pin also with a thin chain.

The Steering Wheel
In Fig. 8 are shown the various stages of construc-

tion. The steering wheel can also be seen in Photos
6 and 8.

In a board of the length, width and thickness
shown in Fig. 8, cut corners and notches; note how
the notch slants in the first section. Plant on two
triangular wooden blocks as shown. Drill a hole
through the centre of the board to suit a *in. dia.
copper sleeve, which in turn is to suit the fin. dia.
bolt. Make a metal bracket as shown in stage " b "
of the sketch; the width of the bracket is rin. and it
stands up from the board sin. Drill a !in. dia. hole
through the centre of the bracket, and smaller holes
at each end for fixing to the board.

Fix two 4in. long tin. x sin. blocks to the under-
side at each end of the board, round off the ends of
these blocks (see section). For the steering wheel two
Sin. dia. x rfin. thick blocks are required, and two
4in. dia. hardboard pieces. Drill a fin. dia. hole
through the centre of the blocks and the hardboard
pieces.

The wheel is made from 33in. of fin. dia. copper
tubing, giving a z oiin. dia. finished wheel. Cut a
rubber hosepipe to suit in thickness and push over
the copper tube. Bend the tube to a circle and join
with a wooden dowel. If possible work the rubber
hosepipe over the joint of the tube. Obtain six 5in.
long wire nails, and drill three pairs of holes for them
through the wheel and into one of the round wooden
blocks. Drill the holes into the centre block slightly
smaller so that the nails will grip. Fix together as
shown in Fig. 8.

To bring up the screw eyes which are to hold the
steering line in correct position build up the under-
side of the board by means of bearer blocks and a
hearer board. Make two hardwood pulleys and fix

here indicated. Oil and varnish the woodwork.
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Steering Line
A short length of line is wound around the spool

once and is put around the pulleys under the board
and through the screw -eyes. Leave about rain. of
loose line beyond each of the pulleys and fix a wire
hook to each end of the line. At this point it will be
necessary to undo the steering line when the steering
wheel is removed in order to get in and out of the
back seat. Make the hooks of aluminium wire, so they
will give should the canoe ever capsize. The board
will come out of the notches by itself when you push
with your knees under it. How the rest of the
steering line is fixed can be seen in Fig. 4. Make
another hook and eye connection of each end of the
line to the cross -piece of the rudder.

Canoe Trolley
The layout and most important dimensions of the

trolley are shown in Fig. 9. Dimensions can be
varied to suit the wheels available, or the metal stays
for the axle block, or the coil springs, all of which
were taken from an old pushchair (see also Photo 7).

If wheels with pneumatic tyres are used the axle
block can be screwed directly on to the centre piece.

To make the trolley you need:
Two Sin. x tiin. bearers, 32in. long. Pad with
seagrass or flock under a strip of felt. (The
padding should be slightly higher than the keel
rails.)
Two Sin. x tin. keel rails, z4in. long. They are
fixed rfin. apart to allow the keel of the canoe
to go between. The keel strips have a hole which
is to correspond with a hole through the keel, or

through which a bolt is
pushed in order to secure the canoe.
Two 2in. x tin. cross bearers, i4iin. long.
One 5in. x 'fin. centre piece, rz1in. long.
Two 5in. x sin. carriers (or side pieces) 24in.
long, shaped as shown.
Two base board and axle block of Sin. x tin.
section, r4in. long. ,

Make the wooden framework with screwed joints
as shown. If the padded bearers have been padded
before fixing, screw them from underneath.

The crossed stays for the axle block are to check
any sideways movement of the wheels. The stay -
wires give the axle block extra strength, but a loose
joint is required at the top. This can be made by
bending the stay wires to form a long loop, placing
a large washer over the loop and tightening the
fixing screw just enough to allow for a hard move-
ment of the wire. The axle is secured to the axle
block by means of small metal brackets as shown in
Fig. 9.

The Cover
In order to keep rain, leaves, and any unauthorised

persons out of the canoe when it is not in use, a
removable hardboard cover can be made. This
cover has a framework to suit the shape of the canoe
opening (complete with the triangular portion at the
front) and a curved top (Fig. so). When placing the
cover in position the large screw -eye at the back
is pushed over a round -headed screw. The hasp on
the front of the cover is placed over the staple which
has been screwed to the outside of the splayed board.
You can also place the end of a chain-the other end
of which is bolted to the landing stage-over the
staple together with the hasp, and secure the lot with
a padlock. The hardboard cover should be painted.
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LETTERS TO 7lie Ethvor
The Editor does not necessarily agree with the
opinions expressed by correspondents

Engine Conversion to Outboard
SIR,-With reference to Mr. P. Taylor's query and

your reply in the June issue of PRACTICAL
MECHANICS on adapting a two-stroke engine for use
as an outboard. The newel drive, prop -shaft and
related problems can be avoided by employing the

Transom

Impellor

Straight drive
to engine

Elbow casting Grill inlet

principle illustrated above. Water is drawn from
beneath the engine and thrust out at an angle of
go deg. I have a proprietary engine working on this
principle. A similar type is available using a hori-
zontal impeller and a vertical drive shaft, so that
using this type the engine
could be mounted im-
mediately above as shown
in your sketch in the
June issue.-Sgt. CRIM-
MINS (Famagusta).

Mild steel 44"

pegs inserted
at W and B4
before welding

at "C"
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An Ornamental Gate
SIR,-A friend asked me to design a light tubular

gate, to be fixed between two low walls that
made the entrance to his front garden, also that the
fixings such as hinges and bolt heads and screws, be
hidden.

My drawing shows how this was done, and the
finished job was so pleasing that I thought your
readers would be interested in its design.

The whole gate is welded (gas) and the centre leaf
effect is cut from mild steel plate. Chisel marks
completed the leaf design, which was carefully
welded in position.

The corners of the main and the inner frames, have
Sin. radius bends. The two pegs, turned from mild
steel bar, have a tin. ring at the centre on which the
whole gate swings; the pegs were turned to suit the
inner and outer diameters of the pipe.

The gate was fixed to the wall by three heavy
screws, holes being drilled through the hinged section
of the gate. The outer holes were filled with putty
and painted over, giving the gate the effect of being
suspended without support. The gate was given a
coat of anti -rust paint then finished with a good quality
flat black. Hinges and spring -loaded catch were
pre -packed with grease.-B. G. COOK (St. Albans).

Length to suit, not exceeding 5 feet.

Mr. Cook's design and novel method of
hanging an ornamental gate.
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Wave,Power Electric Generator
SIR,-With reference to your article in the August

issue, "Power from the Sea", I noticed in the
last paragraph that ideas are wanted for utilising wave
power. The sketch below shows one way in which I
think it could be harnessed. The generator station
would be situated off the coast, preferably on the
Atlantic side where the waves are larger. It would be
built up on piers and the float would be about
rzft. sq. x 6ft. deep. The waves would cause it to
rise and fall, operating the rack and pinion drive.
The pinion would have to have a free -wheel device
incorporated to allow for the fall, drive being on the
upward thrust only. How large a generator this
would drive, I do not know, but it should drive
something !-M. B. S. HIRONS (Letchworth).

Bacl4ing forInventorsRequired
SIR,-I should like to comment on the revival of

the " Power from the Sea " topic in the August
issue of PRACTICAL MECHANICS and to say how much
I appreciated Mr. R. N. Hadden's excellent article.

However, I consider that should anyone think of a
useful scheme for utilising the tide for electrical
power he will have difficulty in getting it promoted.
Judging by the neglect of many useful ideas, it would
seem that we are now creating work to offset the
possibility of unemployment by keeping the coal
mines working and the oil companies in business. If
this opinion is correct, it would seem that a larger
financially independent group is required to promote
promising inventions.-R. P. BAYLIE (Aldershot).

Stencil Material
SIR,-With reference to Mr. A. J. Palmer's query

on a suitable material for stencil cutting, which
appeared together with your reply in the August
issue, a useful material for this is Whatman drawing
paper. Cut the stencils on a piece of glass using a sharp
pointed knife. After cutting give both sides of the
paper two coats of shellac varnish (orange shellac
dissolved in methylated spirit) used fairly thin to
allow it to sink into the paper. This hardens and
stiffens the stencil and allows the ink or paint to be
wiped off immediately after use.

Printers' ink, slightly thinned with petrol, can be
used for stencilling on paper. Drying may be
speeded with a few spots of painters' terebine.
Enamel paint is also suitable, thinned with turps
substitute.-W. H. POSTLETHWAITE (Wilts).

(Above)
Mr. Flirons'

sketch.

(Left)
Our artist's
impression

of the wave
power electric

generator.
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SECT
NIETIIOD

FOIL ITIVE,

WiNSTERY
OF LIFE

KNOWLEDGE

THAT HAS

ENDURED

WITH THE

PYRAMIDS

WT HENCE came the knowledge that built the Pyramids and the mighty
Temples of the Pharaohs? Civilization began in the Nile Valley centuries ago.
Where did its first builders acquire their astounding wisdom that started man
on his upward climb? Beginning with naught they overcame nature's forces and
gave the world its first sciences and arts. Did their knowledge come from a race
now submerged beneath the sea, or were they touched with Infinite inspiration?
From what concealed source came the wisdom that produced such characters as
Amenhotep IV, Leonardo da Vinci, Isaac Newton, and a host of others?

Today it is known that they discovered and learned to interpret certain Secret Methods
for the development of their inner power of mind. They learned to command the inner forces
within their own beings, and to master life. This secret art of living has been preserved and
handed down throughout the ages. Today it is extended to those who dare to use its profound
principles to meet and solve the problems of life in these complex times.

This Sealed Book-FREE
Has life brought you that personal satisfaction, the sense of achievement and happiness that
you desire? If not, it is your duty to learn about this rational method of applying natural laws
for the mastery of life. To the thoughtful person it is obvious that everyone cannot be entrusted
with an intimate knowledge of the mysteries of life, for everyone is not capable of properly
using it. But if you are one of those possessed of a true desire to forge ahead and wish to make
use of the subtle influences of life, the Rosicrucians (not a religious organization) will send
you a Sealed Book of explanation without obligation. This Sealed Book tells how you, in the
privacy of your own home, without interference with your personal affairs or manner of liv-
ing, may receive these secret teachings. Not weird or strange practices, but a rational applica-
tion of the basic laws of life. To obtain your complimentary copy use the coupon below or
address: Scribe X. Q. B.

Use this
coupon for

FREE
copy of book

AMENHOTEP Iv FOUNDER
OF EGYPT'S MYSTERY SCHOOL

Scribe: X. Q. B.
The Rosicrucians (AMORC)
25 Garrick St., London W. C. 2, Eng.

Please send free copy of Sealed Book, which I shall read as
directed.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

The ROSICRUCIANS (AMORC)
25 GARRICK STREET, LONDON W.C.2, ENGLAND
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LEARN -AS -YOU -BUILD
I.C.S. Practical Radio Courses

Here is your chance to gain a sound know-
ledge of basic Radio and Electronics theory
-under expert tuition-whilst building
your own radio receivers, signal generator
and high -quality multimeter.
THIS IS WHAT YOU GAIN

 equipment of permanent practical usefulness
 a personal "library" of reference material-ICS In-

struction Manuals, expertly edited and presented
 specialised knowledge, through a balanced combina-

tion of study and practical work.
Shorter Practical Courses are also available

POST THIS COUPON TODAY

International Correspondence Schools
(Dept. 168), I ntertext House, Parkgate Road,

London, S.W.11.
Please send me FREE book on Radio Courses :

Name Age
(Block Letters please)

Address

Occupation 10.60

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

BASSETT-LOWKE
finest quality Water Gauges,
Engine and Boiler Fittings

I. 3 Cock Pattern
3/16 dia. Glass, LI. IS. 6. dia. Glass,
E2. 2. 6. 3/8 dia. Glass, ES. 10. 6.

2. Single Cock Type
with union drain cock. 3/16 dia.
Glass, LI. I. 0.

3. Single Cock Type
with drain cock. 3/16 dia. Glass, 15/6.

4. Plain Pattern
without drain cock. 3/16 dia. Glass,
10/3. 7/32 dia. Glass, 12/6.

PRESSURE
GAUGE

These gauges are of the
finest quality ever pro-
duced. Every gauge is
individually tested be-
fore leaving our works.
In various sizes from
El. 10.0. to El. 17.6.

Everything for your choice at the

BASSETT-LOWKE
MODEL SHOPS

LONDON:112 High Holborn,W.C.1
MANCHESTER: 28 Corporation St.
Head Office: 18 Kingwell St., Northampton

The FLAKE
with the FLAVOUR

PER OZ

'ZYTO'
DO- IT- YOURSELF

TOOL KIT
A superb set of full
size, fully guaranteed
tools specially select-
ed for the home
craftsman. 47 tools
including Stanley

adjustable Iron -plane,
Chisels, Bits, Hammers,

1

Hand Drill,Screwdrivers,
etc., and also a first-class

34 8 FIRST PAYMENT instruction book.
8 MONTHLY PAYMENTS OF 43 5 CASH PRICE 817/6/6

S. TYZACK & SON LTD. Telephone:
SHO 8301

341-345 OLD STREET, LONDON, E.C.I Ten lines

BRASS, COPPER, BRONZE,
ALUMINIUM, LIGHT ALLOYS
Rod, Bar, Sheet, Tube, Strip, Wire

3,000 Standard Stock Sizes.
NO QUANTITY TOO SMALL.

List on application.

H. ROLLET & CO. LTD.
6 CHESHAM PLACE, LONDON, S.W.I
Also at BELgravia 4300
LIVERPOOL, LEEDS, MANCHESTER, BIRMINGHAM



Portable Compressor
THIS portable version of one of the compressors

made by Atlas Copco (Great Britain) Ltd.,
Hemel Hempstead, Herts., has many uses, notably
paint spraying and tyre inflation; thus it is of immedi-
ate interest to the garage and repair workshop owner.
As can be seen from the photograph, the unit and

p motor are mounted on a base plate fixed to a two -
wheel chassis, equipped with solid rubber tyres and
front support. The unit will deliver air up to too p.s.i.
and is designed for use with Atlas Copco Ecco spray

a guns L22 and D2.
A pressure gauge and safety valve are built into the

handle which acts as a pulsation damper and air
receiver. A drain cock is fitted. The compressor is
driven through a V -belt by a I h.p. British standard
electric motor which can be plugged into any domestic
power supply of 22o/24oV.

Gordon Palm Tree Tool Kit
THE new Gordon Palm Tree combined engineers'

and carpenters' tool case contains 85 pieces and
retails at 434 tos. Some of the contents are: one fin.
capacity Champment brand hand drill; one set of
Dormer twist drills; 4in. pocket level; wood-
worker's vice; gin. mitre block; one pair 6in. insulated
pliers; one 8in. carpenter's ratchet brace, ball bearing
fittings; various types of screwdrivers and spanners,
etc. The manufacturers are: Gordon Tools Ltd.,
Assam Works, Rockingham Street, Sheffield.

Barrett Filterbag
THE use of this device enables photographs to be

taken by infra -red or violet rays in circumstances
where ordinary flash is not permissible. The device
is a dual purpose infra -red or violet filterbag which is
placed over the flashlight bulb. It is being used by
press photographers, the armed services, the police
and also has uses in medical and industrial research,
measurement of heat -wave lengths and in spiritualism.
Further information is available from Mr. A. Barrett,
26 Gap Road, Wimbledon, S.W.ig.

Hacksaw Booklet
MUCH useful information on the subject of hack-

saw blades and their various applications is
contained in a small booklet available on request from
J. Stead & Co., Ltd., Manor Works, Cricket Inn Road,
Sheffield, 2. These hints and tips should interest
everyone with a workshop.

Aspera Motors
Acomprehensive range of air-cooled single cylin-

der, two- and four-stroke petrol engines oft to
6 h.p., made by Aspera Motors of Turin, is being
marketed here by Mackay Industrial Equipment Ltd.,
Faggs Road, Feltham, Middlesex. Of the 28 different
types available, i6 are four-stroke and the remainder
two-stroke. In the four-stroke range, from 21 h.p. to
31 h.p., each can be supplied with vertical or horizontal
crankshafts. This is also applicable to the two-stroke
range, from 2f h.p. to 6 h.p. with the addition of a
number of variations for special applications. Motors
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The Gordon Palm Tree tool kit.
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An Aspera
2 -stroke engine.



A Grippoplug
in use.

Two new Stanley pro-
ducts: (above) set of
screwdrivers; (left) the

Handyrack.

The slotgrip
torsion screw-

driver.
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I'ver

The Collaro tape transcriptor.

October, 1960

are available for every purpose and readers should
write for further details and prices to Messrs. Mackay
at the address above.

Householder's Toolkit
THE new Stanley "Handyrack " is designed to

accommodate the basic necessary tools for
household jobs. Its use means that they are packed
into the minimum space and are yet readily accessible
(see photo). It contains the following tools:

6oz. Warrington hammer, 6ft. " Pull -Push " rule,
trimming knife with selection of blades in the handle,
6in. combination pliers with insulated handles,
Shaper -junior for trimming, filing or smoothing any-
thing from wood to mild steel, and finally a Sin.
plastic handled screwdriver. The 8in. x tin. rack is
painted yellow and the complete kit costs 37s. 6d.

New Screwdriver Range
ALSO new from Messrs. Stanley is a range of

screwdrivers in which the modern bolster con-
struction has been blended with traditional style
cabinet handles. The former securely locks the blade
into the handle, eliminating any danger of twisting
under excessive strain, as well as making it possible
to temper the blade its entire length.

As mentioned the handle styling is essentially
traditional, but in addition dimensions have been
studied to ensure comfort and freedom from fatigue
in use. The material used is steamed beech and the
finish is matt black cellulose. Five sizes are available
from Sin. to coin. costing from 4s. 6d. to 8s.

Slotgrip Torsion Screwdriver
DESIGNED for inserting screws in awkward

places, the Slotgrip screwdriver has a blade tip
which is divided into three segments. Putting pres-
sure on the slot of the screw automatically turns the
centre segment anti -clockwise, jamming its two ends
against the side of the slot. Under tension there are
thus four points of contact and the screw is locked on
the end of the blade. To release, a powerful pull is
required. Two sizes are made to fit a wide range of
screws in brass, steel or fibre. The price is 7s. 6d.

New Wallplug
THE makers of these new wallplugs, Messrs.

Grippo Products, Ltd., Henshaw Works,
Oldham; Lancs. claim that they have considerably
greater holding power than the conventional type.
They consist of a long screw, with a washer under
the head and are fitted with an expandable sleeve and
tapered brass collet. They are located as shown in the
sketch, the action of tightening the screw expanding
the sleeve against the side of the drilled hole. They
are available tin. long in drill size No. 8 at 66s. per
coo and in sizes so, 12, and 14 at slightly increased
prices.

Studio Tape Transcriptor
THIS up-to-date design is a product of Collaro, Ltd.,

By-pass Rd., Barking, Essex. It is a single direction
twin track machine operating at speeds of I+, 31 and
7+ I.P.S. and it includes among its features, space for
a third head, light piano key type controls, fast rewind,
pause control, extra knob position, digital counter,
three full -screened motor and spool carriers set to
accommodate spools up to din. dia. or 5/in. spools max.
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The pre -paid charge for small advertisements is 9d. per word, with box number 1/6 extra (minimum
order 9/-). Advertisements, together with remittance, should be sent to the Advertisement
Director, PRACTICAL MECHANICS, Tower House, Southampton Street, London, W.C.2

FOR SALE
AIR COMPRESSORS, single cylinder,

two stage, 24 cu. ft. min. at up to
450 p.s.i.; suitable for spraying, etc.;
condition as new but slightly store soiled;
cost over £10; bargain at £2 Os. Od. each.
Air Lines, 40ft., new, 30s. -Cooper, 10
Fowler Street, Nechells, Birmingham, 8.

"ON TIME"
AUTOMATIC PARKING LIGHT SWITCH

ON AT DUSK -OFF AT DAWN
Transistorised amplifier operated by
sensitive photo -electric cell. Kit of
Parts, 42/6. Ready for use, 47/6.

Parking Light, 7/6 extra.
Major model to operate side arid

rear lights, 17/6 extra.
State voltage, 6 or 12 v. Photo cells,

20/- each.

HUGGETT'S LIMITED,
2/4 Pawsons Road, West Croydon

2 n COMPONENT BOXES each
with 10 adjustable compart-

ments, 2 x lf x 14 and press on lid.
Ideal for nuts, screws, etc. 3/11 each, 6 for
£1, post free. -Jervis, 16 Manor Road,
Brampton, Chesterfield.

4771=(:1:1,111111i

BRAND NEW

HYPODERMIC
SYRINGES 5/1

WITH 2 SPARE NEEDLES
excellent for precision oiling, etc.

SIMA Serum Glass 2 c.c.
Wonderful value. Each 5/1.

Per doz. 54/-.
SIMA Needles, Stainless Ste -el.

Sizes 12, 17 or 18. Per doz. 4/-.
All Orders Post Free.

G. ROGER -SMITH
(Dept. 7), Syringe Supplies,

38 OLD FARM RD., LIVERPOOL, 23

FOR SALE (Continued)
ASTRO TELESCOPE MAKING. -

Standard Ramsden Push -in Eye-
pieces, fin., *in., fin., focus, 35/, with
R.A.S. thread, 42/6 ea. S.A.E. list,
Object Glasses, Newtonian Mirrors,
Diagonal Mounts, Focusing Mounts,
Tripods, Mountings and Terrestrial
Telescopes. -W. Burnet, Grand Sluice,
Boston, Lincs.

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS BARGAINS
A.C. VOLTMETERS, 7" 0-300 50 cy.
MI., boxed, as new, £1. SPOT
WELDERS, bench type, 240/1/50, 1 and

kW, fully adjustable, £15 and £10.
DRAWER TRAYS, size 5+" W., 11" L.,
3" deep. 18 G. steel slotted sides, ideal
for making storage cabinets. 10 for 12/6:
20 for £1. All carr. extra or C/F. Satis-
faction g'teed. INSPECTION LAMPS,
hand type all insulated new and boxed £1.

CHMMINS & JENNINGS
Tillingham (Tel. 224) Southminster, Essex.

CYTRINGAN Welders r8o amp., £35.
Brochure from Pickhill Engineers,

Thirsk, Yorks. Sinderby 234.

"PLESSEY" S /V STRIP 2/9. I.F.s 10.5
Me/s sound, 14 Mc/s vision, 8 V -holders
Size 8# x 5 x 41 ins. P. & P. 2/6.
RELAYS, 5/9. 4 pole, 2 way, 12 volt.
P. & P. 1/-. Also at 2/9, 2 pole 2 way,
12 volt. P. & P. 1/-. CO -AX CABLE,
6d. per yd. Cut to any length. Good
Quality. 1/3 postage on 20 yds. '45/- per
100 yds., P. & P. 3/6.
P.P. COMPONENTS LTD.
219, ILFORD LANE, ILFORD, ESSEX.
Mail order only. Stamp for NEW Catalogue

COMPRESSORS
Twin Cylinder 24 cu. ft. per min. 150
lbs. pressure, base mounting complete
with vee driving wheel, £2 C.F.
S.A.E. for list of Motors, gauges,
Safety Valves, Air Line, etc.

Dept. P.M.3,
WHEELHOUSE

13 BELL ROAD, HOUNSLOW
Phone: HOU. 350

PHOTOGRAPHY

BELLOWS,
Camera, Enlarger, Process.

Industrial Collapsible Machine
Guards. -Beers, 4 St. Cuthbert's Road,
Derby. (Tel. 41263.)
PROJECTORS. Home Assembly Kits

from £5 17s. 6d. Fan Base Kit
£3 7s. 6d. Opticals: Screens. S a e
Marshall Smith Ltd., 64 Norwich Avenue,
Bournemouth.

STEEL SHELVING
RIGID AND SELF-SUPPORTING

55,_ 72" high x 24" wide
X 12" deep 65f- 72" high

GROSVENOR INDUSTRIES LTD.
77 GROSVENOR ROAD, LONDON, S.W.I. Victoria 4375

HOBBIES
NEWTONIAN TELESCOPE
" MAKING. Glass Blanks and Tools.
Grinding Kits. Optical Flats. Ramsden
Eyepieces. S.a.e. for lists. L. J. Mays, 20,
Clover Road, Timperley, Altrincham,
Cheshire.
rATALOGUE NO. 14 Government
4-- Surplus and Model Radio Control,
over 500 illustrated items. 2s. (refunded
on purchase). P/P. 6d. -Arthur Sallis
Radio Control Ltd., 93(B), North Road,
Brighton.

SERER

ASTRONOMICAL SUPPLIES
Warehouse Road

Stebbing, Dunmow, Essex
EQUIPMENT for ASTRONOMERS
Mirrors, eyepieces, focusing mounts,
spiders, etc. Do -It -Yourself kits.

S.A.E. for free details.

HANDICRAFTS
'TROPICAL SHELLS. All sizes for

handicrafts, jewellery, aquariums,
ornament. Catalogue, 6d. Mixture,
6s. 11d. lb. Post free. -Chapman, 14
Moreton Close, Tottenham, N.15.

JEWELLERY
JEWELLERY Simply Made. Catalogue

Free. Brooches, Earchps, Rings,
Marcassite. - Webbs Handicrafts, 46
Burnway, Hornchurch, Essex.

WATCHMAKERS
LEARN to be a Watch and Clock

Repairer in your spare time and
earn extra money at home. We can
supply everything you need at unbeatable
prices, including instructional books.
Swiss watchmakers' tools, watches, watch
and clock movements, lathes, cleaning
machines, all spare parts for watches and
clocks, etc. We also have a fine selection
of musical box movements and kits. Send
9d. P.O. for bumper bargain catalogue. -
The Watchmakers Supply Company
(Dept. P.M.), Carterton, Oxford.

WOODWORKING
QAWBENCHES.-Cast Iron. Rise and
Li Fall. 6 in., £6/19/6. 8 in., £10/101-.
Carriage extra. -Drysdale, 58 Commerce
Road, Wood Green, London, N.22.
QAWBENCHES, 6in. to 30in. from £7.
L-7 Motorised, £16. Petrol Portable, £29.
Bandsaws, £14. Lathes, £10. Saw
spindle and planer assemblies. Chain
Saws. Logging and Firewood Machines.
Motors, Engines. Deferred terms. Send
13.9d. for Handbook -Catalogue. List free.
-Beverley Products, South Thoresby, 18,
Alford, Lines.
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TOOLS
SELECTA BCU28 Benchmaster Work-

shops. Brand new. List price
£19/17/6. Our price £14 or L19117/6
with brand new Black & Decker D500
electric drill thrown in. Drysdale,
58, Commerce Road, London, N.22.

SUPER SIXTY
HAND TOOL KIT OFFER
60 Assorted Hand Tools in 3 -Tray

Cantilever Steel Tool Chest.
Bargain £9.19.6 lot. Carriage 5/-

DRYSDALE
58, Commerce Road, London, N.22

BOWes Park 7221

6" Supa Ezered Gauge

IdeallrallaiM p.
EMiffor the Handyman,

each

& i 7E9nd:
En-

gineers, Storekeepers. In, Out
and Depth in 1/32' and M/ M. Plated.
Buy direct from makers. S. J. PARKER
& CO., 14011 Longden Coleham,
SHREWSBURY.

SELECTA
2 SPEED DRILL

plus 13 attachments. Everything new.
Full maker's guarantee.

E2.10.0 the lot. Carriage 3/6.
DRYSDALE

58, Commerce Road, London, N.22
BOWes Park 7221

WOLF I- in. Electric Drill with 10
genuine Wolf accessories including

saw attachment. Everything brand new.
Bargain 160,- the lot, carriage 3/6.
Drysdale, 58, Commerce Road, London,
N. 22.

BLACK & DECKER
0.500 tin.

ELECTRIC DRILL
Plus 10 attachments, everything new.

Full maker's guarantee.
BARGAIN E7 8s. bd. LOT.

DRYSDALE
58, Commerce Road, London, N.22

BOWes Park 7221

TOP TWENTY
BASIC TOOL KIT OFFER

20 Top Quality Hand Tools.
List £10.0.6. Our price £6.19.6

plus 31- carriage.

DRYSDALE
58, Commerce Road, London, N.22

BOWes Park 7221

MISCELLANEOUS

AQUALUNG and Compressor Equip-
ment, Ballraces and Miscellaneous

items. Lists 3d.-Pryce, 157 Malden
Road, Cheam.

HOME BOAT BUILDING
EASY TO FOLLOW KITS to build a

Boat at home-for Cabin Cruisers,
Runabouts, Canoes, Prams, Dinghies and
Enterprise Sailing Dinghies. Brochure
from: Wyvern Boats (Wessex) Ltd., Mil -
borne Port, Sherburne.

ELECTRICAL
QELF starting synchronous mtrs., 200/
1--7 250 v. 50 cycles complete with
detachable geared mechanisms. 10s. each.
-James S. Graham, 73 Acre Road,
Kingston -on -Thames, Surrey.
ALL TYPES OF ELECTRICAL

GOODS at extremely competitive
prices, e.g., 5 amp. Twin Cable, 35s. 100
yards; Lampholders, 7s. doz.; 5ft.
Battens, 49s.; quality and immediate
despatch guaranteed. Request list.-
Jaylow Supplies, 93 Fairholt Road,
London, N.16. (Telephone: Stamford
Hill 4384.)

BRAND NEW
BROOK ELECTRIC MOTORS

Single Phase, t h.p. 1,500 r.p.m. £7.10.0
h.p. 1,500 r.p.m. E10. 2.6

H.P. TERMS I h.p. 3,000 r.p.m. L10. 2.6
AVAILABLE. h.p. 1,500 r.p.m. El 1.1 1.0

I h.p. 3,000 r.p.m. ft 1.11.0
Fully guaranteed by makers, approval against
cash. Carriage paid mainland. State voltage.

P. BLOOD & CO.
ARCH STREET, RUGELET, STAFFS.

EDUCATIONAL
" HOW AND WHY " of Radio and

Electronics made easy by a new,
non -maths. practical way. Postal instruc-
tions based on hosts of experiments and
equipment building carried out at home.
New courses bring enjoyment as well as
knowledge of this fascinating subject. Free
brochure from: Dept. 12.P.M., Radio-
structor, 40 Russell Street, Reading, Berks.

OVE. W I
LEARN

RADIO &
SERVICING and

ELECTRONICS
and how to make and build your own
equipment-using an exciting new
practical apparatus course. Ideal for
starting your own business or as a
fascinating hobby.
FREE Brochure, without obligation
FROM RADIOSTRUCTOR Da.

READING  BERKS
Britain's leading radio training organisation

RADIO
LEARN -AS -YOU -BUILD PRACTI-

CAL RADIO COURSE. Home
study teaches you basic radio, electronics
and electrical theory with practical train-
ing. Build your own 4 -valve TRF and
5 -valve superhet radio receiver; Signal
Generator and High -quality Multi -tester.
Moderate fees include all books and
equipment.-Write for FREE Prospectus
to I.C.S., Intertext House, Parkgate
Road (Dept. 5z 0A), London, S.W.1 t

October, 1960

SITUATIONS VACANT
AM.I.Mech.E., A.M.Brit.I.R.E., City

* and Guilds, G.C.E., etc., bring
high pay and security. " No pass-no
fee " terms. Over 95% successes. For
details of exams and courses in all branches
of Engineering, Building, Electronics,
etc., Write for 148 -page handbook-free
-B.I.E.T. (Dept. 9G78), London, W 8.
VNGINEERING COURSES by post.
A" A.M.I.Mech.E., City & Guilds, etc.,
and many practical training courses in
Mechanical, Motor and Electrical work.
No books to buy.-Write for FREE
prospectus stating subject to I.C.S.,
Intertext House, Parkgate Road (Dept.
521), London, S.W. r .

JOBS ON SHIPS.-At last a book giving
details of jobs, opportunities and

entry into sea -going employment. 4/-.-
F. J. S. Dept. PM, 21 Warwick Street,
Oxford.

PATENTS
DATENTING SERVICES. - Advice.
A. Qualified agent.-C. L. Browne, 114
Greenhayes Ave., Banstead, Surrey.
CYLINDER lock flat key cutting hand
`-- tool using a hack saw, O.A.P. patentee
desires to enter into negotations with a
firm or a spare time mechanic for outright
sale of the Patent No. 829078 together with
most of the special tools and tackle to make
them, a nice little special job for someone,
reasonable price for quick disposal, further
particulars from Alfred Forster, 29 Rydal
Avenue, Warrington, Lancs.

Substantial Royalties can be made in
the U.S.A. by Licencing manufacturers

new toy, a model of
which can be made, a Patent applied
for, and Licence personally negotiated
in America by;
Douglas O. Bremner, A.M.1.Mech.E.

Chartered Mechanical Engineer
29 Old Bond Street, 4518 11th Avenue,
London, Brooklyn, 19,
W.1. New York.
Strict confidence preserved throughout

Interviews by appointment only

ROGERS 31/315triliVoiVi
Thread Gauges, 28 salsas   4/9
Whitworth Jo:mews, 144 Ass'td
Fibre Washers. 144 Assorted _. : 3/8
Meter Rectifiers. A.C. to D.C. .. . 3/9
Self Tap Screws. 100 Assorted /-
Copper Rivets. 12 dos. Assorted .. 1/4
Saw Bench Tops, with ball race spindle,

pulley, etc.. 181n. x 10in. .. 63/6
Rectifiers. 6/12 v. at 8 amps. .. 18/ -
Air Jacks. Sin. stroke

17/8Winker Units. 6 or 12 volt .. 6/6
Mains Transformers. 18 v. 6 amp. .. 35/-
Motorisei Water Pumps 75/ -
:trailer Saws, 6in. 11/6: 71n. 13/8, etc.
Instrument Cases. 12in a Sin. x bin. New 7/3
Phrrs & lockets. 7 point
Telephones. New. Modern .. 161-
Bevel 3in. & 2In. Pair 4/6.
Aircraft Lamps, Bel, (keen or Amber, 4" 6/3
Races, Belts, Valves. Pulleys, Pumps. Braes,
Steel, Aluminium, eta.
May we send our 'rite list of hundreds of i nter-

estIng items? Stump, please.

FOLDING

CANOES
MATERIALS

AND

DESIGNS

TYNE FOLDING BOATS LTD. Illustrated
2)3 Amyand Park Road, Catalogue

St. Markarets. Twickenham. Middx. S.A.E.
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RULES
Our Panel of Experts will answer your Query
only if you comply with the rules given below
A stamped addressed envelope, a sixpenny crossed postal
order, and the query coupon from the current issue which
appears at the foot of this page, must be enclosed with
every letter containing a query. Every query and drawing
which is sent must bear the name and address of the reader.
Send your queries to the Editor, PRACTICAL MECHANICS,
Geo. Newnes, Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street,
Strand, London, W.C.2.

Handcream from Seaweed
COULD

you please inform me how I can
extract a handcream from seaweed ?-

E. Cornelius (Newquay).
WE have not come across the use of seaweed as a

base for handcreams ; but it would appear to
us that you should crush the weed and strain off the
fibre from the mucous solution which results from
this treatment.

Youwould then have to preserve this from going bad
by the addition of boric acid, which in itself is a mild
antiseptic and is smooth to the feel.

To this add whatever perfume you like, of which
there is a wide choice.

Vibration in an Iron Lamp
T HAVE an iron lamp stand and when the
1 current is on, the outside frame, which is
made of iron -alloy, can be felt to vibrate. At the
bottom of the stand there is a fin, thick solid
iron disc to weight it down; this is covered by
the iron -alloy frame. The vibrations can still
be felt when the lamp is switched off. Could you
please suggest something to overcome this?
-F. Tuck (Middx.).

WHEN the lamp is switched on the current
through the cables will create an electromagnetic

field round the cables, causing repulsion between
the cables. This repulsion will be of varying force
due 4to the varying and reversing nature of the
alternating current, and may create vibration, parti-
cularly as the magnetic field will be intensified due
to the presence of the iron tube.

However there will be no magnetic field when
the lamp is switched off; but an electrostatic field
will then be produced, which may have similar effects.
It is important that the metal framework of the lamp
be efficiently earthed through the third core of a
three -core flex, and the third pin of a three -pin plug.
The vibration might be reduced by using a circular
tough -rubber sheathed flexible cable to the switch.

Non -setting Modelling Clay
COULD you please tell me the composition of

non -setting modelling clay or wax? - J.
Barry (Cardiff).

MIX china Clay with the required amount (deter-
mined by trial and error) of glycerine or

petroleum jelly, or both. We would recommend
glycerine, however, as this retains water.

49

Black and White Negatives
from Colour Transparencies

IHAVE a colour film (still in strip form) from
which I wish to take a black and white

negative. I thought of putting the film into my
camera on top of some ordinary HPS film and
then, keeping the lens as far out of focus as
possible, expose the film to a white screen. Can
you advise me if this is possible and if so can you
suggest a method of calculating the exposures ?
Perhaps you could describe an alternative
method.-A. T. Davie (Fife).
IF the colour film is negative (as used to make colour
 prints) then contact prints or enlargements can be
made directly from it. But copying will provide the
required reversal if the film is a positive transparency.
A. slow pan film would be better than HPS. The
system you suggest could probably be tried. An
alternative would be to press colour film and unex-
posed film together with glass, or a printing frame.
Using a slow pan film, and 5oW. lamp at 6ft., the
exposure should be about f second, but this will
depend on the colour film density. If you use cut
films, or pieces cut from a roll film, and a developer/
fixer such as Monophene, which completes pro-
cessing in 6 minutes, a number of test exposures
could be made quite quickly.

1THE P.M. BLUEPRINT SERVICE
12 FT. ALL WOOD CANOE. New Series. No. I. 4s 
COMPRESSED -AIR MODEL AERO ENGINE. New

Series. No. 3, Ss. 6d..
AIR RESERVOIR FOR COMPRESSED -AIR AERO

ENGINE. New Series. No. 3a, Is. 6d.
"SPORTS" PEDAL CAR. New Series. No. 4, Ss. 6d."
F. J. CAMM'S FLASH STEAM -PLANT. New Series.

No. 5, Ss. 6d.
SYNCHRONOUS ELECTRIC CLOCK. New Series.

No. 6, 5s. 6d.*
ELECTRIC DOOR -CHIME. No. 7, 4s.*

ASTRONOMICAL TELESCOPE. New Series. Refractor.
Object glass Sin. diam. Magnification x 80. No. 8 (2 sheets),

7s. 6d.*
CANVAS CANOE. New Series. No. 9, 4s.

DIASCOPE. New Series. No. 10, 4s.*
EPISCOPE. New Series. No. II, 4s.*

PANTOGRAPH. New Series. No. 12, 2s.*
COMPRESSED -AIR PAINT SPRAYING

PLANT. New Series. No. 13, 8s.
MASTER BATTERY CLOCK.* Blueprints (2 sheets), 4s.

Art board dial for above clock, Is. 6d.
OUTBOARD SPEEDBOAT. I Is. per set of three sheets.

P.M. TRAILER CARAVAN.* Complete set, I Is.
P.M. BATTERY SLAVE CLOCK, 2s. 6d.*

P.M. CABIN HIGHWING MONOPLANE, Is. 6d.
The above blueprints are obtainable, post free, from Messrs.
George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street,

Strand, W.C.2.
An  denotes constructional details ore available free with the

blueprints.

"Practical Mechanics" Advice Bureau. COUPON
This coupon is available until Oct. pst, 196o, and must be
attached to all letters containing queries, together with 6d. Postal
Order. A stamped addressed envelope must also be enclosed.

Practical Mechanics. October, 196o
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Non -misting Plastic Windows
COULD you tell me the principle of the

specially treated sheets of material used
to prevent car windows misting up?-D. E.
Challis (Middx.).

THE principle involved is to lower the surface
tension between the water (mist) and the surface

on which this mist condenses. The material used is
a trade secret; but we suspect that it is probably one
of the silicones.

Black Nickel Plating
COULD you tell me the electrolytic solution

used for obtaining a black nickel deposit
on brass? Also would this nickel be a good con-
ductor of electricity?-M. E. Stone (Nottingham).

THE electrolytic solution used for obtaining a black
nickel deposit is as follows:

" Nigrax " Nickel Salts 62 gms.
Water to r litre

Dissolve salts in hot water to a solution density of

Building an Inbo
T WISH to build a 14-15ft. boat, using either a
I Ford 8 h.p. or so h.p. engine and gearbox unit
mounted inboard and taking the final drive off
the back companion flange where normally the

Engine mounting
details.

Silencer
under
floorboards

Exhaust Propeller shaft

Water outlet 4 dia.,
justabove water
line

Water inlet

Skin of
Gauze boat

4"x 2" engi ne bearers -length at
least over 3 frames of b.' t

 ............. 11111111111111111111

Water inlet '14 dia.,
pipe in bottom of hull

8 to 9 deg. Twaddle at 6o deg. F. Operate at 6o
to 70 deg. F.

Current density r amp./sq. ft. of cathode area
Current voltage 0.75 - r.o v.
pH maintained between 5.8 - 6.o.
Plate for 3o to 6o minutes.

Swill work well with water after plating.
Black nickel is a fairly good conductor of electricity

but not as good as copper or silver.

Making Harmless Smoke
COULD you please give me the formula for

making harmless smoke ?-T. Webber
(Wealdstone).
THE formula for making white smoke is:

Potassium chlorate 3 parts
Lactose x part
Finely powdered

Ammonium chloride x part
If black smoke is required add a few drops: of
paraffin.

and Cabin Cruiser
carden shaft would fit. Please answer the
following :-
a What mounting would the engine unit

require?
b What size intake pipe would be needed for

the engine unit and where would it be
situated?

c Where could plans of a boat to seat four
people and two children be obtained?

d Would a silencer be required for the exhaust
or could it be exhausted through the water?

e What would be the cost of materials, exclud-
ing the engine unit?f Where could I obtain a commercial pro-
peller and shaft?

g What speed could the boat achieve?
-B. V. Avis (Blackpool).

WE give a sketch of the engine mounting (left) and
the answers to your questions are as follow:

a The engine can be mounted on a pair of 4in. X
ain. timber blocks of length spreading over
three frames of the boat. A suitable slope must
be prepared to give the correct angle ti:1 the
prop. shaft.

b Inlet to intake cooling pipe must be underwater
in the bottom of the boat, covered on the out-
side by a suitable gauge strainer cover; piping
fin. dia. The outlet should be in the side of
the boat just above the load waterline so the
functioning of the cooling system can be
readily visible.

c A suitable design and kit can be obtained from
the Bell Woodworking Co., Leicester.

d Fit the silencer under the floorboards. It could
be bound with asbestos string to prevent it
burning woodwork with which it might come
into contact. Exhaust just above the waterline.

e Such a boat should cost about L120 excluding
engine.

Bell Woodworking Co., Leicester, or Stuart
Turner, Henley-on-Thames, could supply the
prop. and shaft.

g The boat should be capable of about 8 -lo knots.
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The "New Look" Portable
Gram Amplifier 99!6
STEREO, MICROPHONE,
GUITAR, RECORDS.
Ideal for stereo attachment. Well
styled cabinets in Brown/Ivory, with
carrying handle. Contains 8" high
flux speaker. For use A.C. or D.C.
mains. 3 valves 10 F.1, 10P14 and
U404. Maximum cutout 4.5 watts. Size 14 x 11" x 65".
Wonderful for HOME. HALL, AMATEUR THEATRICALS.
2 units can give a world of amusement and special stereo
effects. Ideal for works and offices as loud hailer, for Election
speakers and public address. Ready for immediate use. 12
months guarantee. P. & P. 5/6. Terms: Deposit 30/- plus
P. & P. and 10 weekly payments of 8/-. MONEY BACK IF
NOT DELIGHTED. Extras: Mike 27/6; Record changer
£6.19.6; Extra Loudspeaker in contemporary cabinet 19/9.DUKE & CO. (LONDON) LTD.
621/8 ROMPORD ROAD, MANOR PARK ILF 8001/8

GOVERNMENT
SURPLUS BARGAINS

MULTI -PURPOSE MOTORS. Low
voltage, with gearbox. 24 v. D.C..
but good at 12 v. or lower. Two
shafts, 4 and 16 R.P.M. at 12 v., 6
and 23 R.P.M. at 24 v. Operate 3
sets of cams and also plunger giving
powerful lateral thrust. Takes under
I amp. Wonderfully versatile motor.
Each 25/-, post 2/-.
BATTERY CHARGING TRANS-
FORMERS, 11 v. and 17 v. A.C.
(for 6 and 12 v. Charging at 15
amp.). Each 17/6, post 1/9.
RECTIFIERS to suit above. Each
7/6, post 1/-. (These transformers
and rectifiers will run above motors.)
TELEPHONE HANDSETS (two in
series with battery make intercom.).
Each 17/6, post 1/6.
TRIPODS. 38in. long. Very rigid
(not telescopic). Easily adapt to
camera, etc. Each 12/6, post 2/6.
MOTORS. 200/250 v. A.C./D.C.
F.H.P. approx. 80 watts. High Speed,
lin. shaft. (Converted ex R.A.F.
motor generator -power about equal
to sewing machine motor). Useful
addition to workshop. Each 30/-.
post 2/9.
Send 3d. stamp for list of other
motors, transformers, pumps, lamps,

switches, etc.

MILLIGANS
2 Harford Street, Liverpool, 3

Money Back Guarantee.

ARCMOBILE V

£17 . 10. 0 (inc. delivery). Cash with order.
A complete self-contained Arc Welder
using standard flux -coated electrodes of
14g. and 16g. 210/250 V. A.C. Mains
consumption 13 Amps. Welds sheet metal
down to 22g. and steel and iron section
up to 3/16in. thick in a single run.
Heavier sections can be welded by multiple
runs (building up). Infinitely variable
welding current by hand -wheel. Maximum
welding current 65 Amps. Minimum 15
Amps. Weight 85 lbs.
Dimensions: Ilin. high, 12in. wide, 13in.

long.

HARMSWORTH, TOWNLEY & CO.
JORDAN STREET, KNOTT MILL

MANCHESTER, IS

WATSON'S

SPECIAL OFFERS
J.A.P. 14/32v., 288 watt.
£17.10.0. Carr. 17/6. These
are very beautifully made
sets, each slightly used,
tested and with THREE
MONTHS "SAME - AS -
MAKERS" Guarantee.
STEEL STANDS. Im-

mensely strong. Suitable for lathe, grinders, saw, or other
machine tools bench, etc. 3ft. high. Top lft. 8in. Built in
3in. x Ifin. channel. 55/6. Carr. 7/6.
SWITCHES. Metal clad H.D. Fused 500v. 60 amp. Size Ilin.
x 6fin. x 4in., 16/6. Ditto, 30 amp., 15/6. Post 2/6.
SMALL D.C. MOTORS, 12v. 5,000 r.p.m. Size approx. 31in.
x Ifin. diam. Ideal for the Model Makers, 9/-. Complete
with 6: I reduction gear, 11/6. Post 2/-.
Hundreds of other Bargains available. Send 6d. Stamp for

Illustrated List.
EASTERN MOTORS, ALDEBURGH, SUFFOLK. Phone SI

NEW CABLES
& FITTINGS
TOUGH RUBBER CABLES

Per yd. 25 yds. 50 yds. 100 yds.
1/044 Twin 61d. 12/6 22/6 43/4
1/044 3 -core 9d. 17/3 31/3 60/6
3/029 Twin 8d. 15/9 28/6 55/9
3/029 T.&E. 91d. 18/3 34/3 66/9
7/029 Twin 1/- 24/3 47/6 93/10
7/029 T. &E. 1/4 31/6 59/9 118/2
7/044 Twin 1/11 46/- 87/6 171/-
Twin Lead, 50 yds., 1/044, 48/6; 7/029,
89/9. VIR, 50 yds.. 3/029, 12,-; 7/029,
19/-. Earth Wire, 100ft., 7/029, 11/-:
7/029. 7/9. Twin PVC Transp. Flex, 50
yds., 10/, Twin Twisted, 25 yds., 11/3;
50 yds., 21/-. TRS PVC, Lead Cables of
all sizes. Holders, C.G., 8/-. Batten, doz.
12/-. Roses, 2 -plate, 8/-; 3 -plate, doz.,
9/-. June. Boxes. Sml., 11/-; Lge., doz.,
13/-. Switches, 1 -way, 18/- 2 -way, doz.,
24/-. White Switches, 1 -way, 24/-; 2 -
way. doz., 30/-. Flush Switches, 1 -way,
18/-; 2 -way, doz., 24/-. Ceillog Cord.
do., 1 -way, 5/-; 2 -way, 6/-. 2 amp 2 -
pin Sw. plugs and tops, ea. 3/-. 5 amp.
3 -pin Sw. plugs and Tops, ea., 5/6. 15

amp. 3 -pin Sw. plugs and Tops, ea. 9/-.
13 amp. 3 -pin, ditto, A.C. only, ea. 7/6.
Wood blocks, 3 x 5, 5/6; 35 x I, 7/6;
3 x 3 x 5, 7/6; 51 x 31 x 5, doz., 9/-.
White, 3 x 1, 6/-; 35 x I. 7/-; 4 a 1,
9/-. Cable Clips, Sml., 2/9; Med., grs.,
3/3. 10 amp. D.P. Insulated Sw. fuse,
6/-. 21 amp. Ironclad 2 -way I5A Spltr.,
13/6. 30 amp. Ironclad D.P. Switchfuse,
19/6. 60 amp. Metal D.P. Sw. fuse, 491,
Sw. gear, Fusebds., Spltrs., all types.
Lamp Bulbs. 15. 25, 40, 60 watt, 12/-;
75 watt, 15/-; 100 watt, 17 /-; 150 watt.
24/-; 200 watt, doz., 30/-. Carbon Bulbs,
230 v. 16 C.P., doz., 20/-. Immersion
Heaters, 3 Kw., 50/-. Single Car Cable,
10 yds., 3/-; 100 yds., 25/-. Conduit and
Fittings, fin. and fin. Industrial Reflec-
tors, Tubular Heaters, Fluorescent Fit-
tings. Time Switches, and all electrical
equipment. Full lists on request. Single
items supplied. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Terms: Cash with order; carriage paid if
over £5: orders of £20 or over less 5 per
cent. discount. Open daily, inc. Sat., 9 to
1, 2 to 6: Thurs. 9 to 1. Callers welcome.

LONDON
WHOLESALE WAREHOUSE
166 (P.M.), QUEENS ROAD,

PECKHAM, S.E.15
Tel.: NEW Cross 7143 or 0890

Automatic (Time) Switches
New and reconditioned 15 day clockwork

and electric switches

from 35/ -
Send S.A.E. for illustrated details to:-

DONOHOE (TIMERS)
i& 2 UPPER NORFOLK ST., NORTH

SHIELDS, NORTHUMBERLAND

Transformers, 230/50 v. with Rectifier -
Output 30 v. 2 a., 33/6.
Our Well-known Transformers. Input
200/240 v. Output tapped 3 to 30
volts 2 amps, or tapped 5.11.17 volts
5 amps. 24/6 each. P.P.
F.W. Metal Rectifiers. 12 v. I a., 7/6.
3 a.. 13/6. 4 a., 17/6. 6 a., 27/6. 24 v.
2 a.. 23/6.
Relays. We have large stocks of
assorted types from 3/-.
Key Switches from 3/-. Toggle
Switches, DPDT, 3/6. Micro Switches,
M and B, 5/6.
Nickel Nife Batteries, 1.2 v. 2.5 a.,
6/-. P.P. Size 3 x 21 x 1 in. 2 for
11/6. 3 for 16/-. 4 for 21/-. Practi-
cally everlasting.
Mains Transformer and Rectifier.
Output 12 v. I a., 19/6. P.P.
W/W Rheostats. 12 v. 5 a., 10/6.
12 v. 1 a., 2/6. P.P.
Set of 7 H/S Full Size Twist Drills,
in wallet. to fin. 6/-. Smaller
size, 4/-. Tubular Hack Saws, 11/6
(Eclipse Patt.). Sin. Side Cutters, 5/6.
Sin. Plated Round Nose Tapered
Pliers, 5/- Tin. Plated Flat Nose
Tapered Pliers, 8/6.
8in. Steel Block Planes, 11in. Cutter
Blade, 10/6.
Set of 6 Plated Whit. Open End
Spanners, i1 to lin., 13/6.
Pocket Neon Tester with retractable
screwdriver, 5/-.
Special Offer 6 or 12 v. relays with 4
make contacts, 6/-. 2 for 11/6, 3 for
16/-. 4 for 21/-. Small 12/24 volt D.C.
Geared Motor, very powerful, 3M. x

16/6. P.P.
51n. Vernier Calipers with depth gauge,

Paxolin Panels, 12in. x 6in. x fin. 3/6.
Paxolin Tubing, 15 x x 72in., 17/6.
Set 6 Wood Boring Bits. }in. shank.
1-lin. 12/-. Set 5 Ditto 5 -fin. 10/-.

THE
RADIO & ELECTRICAL

MART
ALL POST PAID. Post order only to:

P.O. BOX 9, G.P.O.,
TUNBRIDGE WELLS, KENT.

95,000 PIANISTS
have learned to play the
piano beautifully with
the aid of my POSTAL
lessons.
Everything is so clearly
explained that, even if
you do not know a note,
you will, with only half

an hour's practice each day,
become a proficient pianist in

9-12 months. Ordinary music:
no freakish methods. I have

taught over 95,175 pupils in over 45 years
and I CAN TEACH YOU. Free Book
and advice. Say if Beginner, Mod. or
Adv. pianist.
Mr. H. BECKER, 59, The Hall, Centurion

Road, Brighton, Sussex.
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,FTAKE
UP PELMANISM-

For All Times and Circum!tances I

PELMANISM
has stood the test of time. During

the last half century, in peace and war, in times of
prosperity and of depression, it has helped and
encouraged men and women in all the affairs of life.
Now in these times of strenuous endeavour two facts
stand out against a background of evidence-the
increasing numbers of men and women who want to
make a success of life enrolling for the Pelman Course :
the continued support of serving and ex -Service
members of H.M. Forces.
This increasing demand proves the creative and
re -creative value of Pelmanism. Minds under stress
and strain are sorely in need of restful recreation and
soothing stimulus. Pelmanism gives all this and more.
It is the way to clear thinking and calm but determined
action under all circumstances. You cannot be
harassed by anxieties, fears and worries, or feel help-
less, mute and fearful in times of sudden emergency
when imbued and buoyed up by the friendly personal
guidance of Pelmanism. Take the Course to -day and
possess those self-reliant attributes permanently
enjoyed by over a million grateful Pelmanists.

Send for the Free Book
The Pelman Course is simple and interesting and takes up very
little time. You can enrol on the most convenient terms. The
Course is fully explained in . The Science of Success," which
will be sent, gratis and post free, on application to:

PELMAN INSTITUTE
130 Norfolk Mansions, Wigmore Street, London, W.1.
Established over 60 years. WELbeck 1411
PELMAN (OVERSEAS) INSTITUTES: Delhi, Durban, Paris.

THE FAMOUS
HARRIS ELECTRIC

WELDER
and Complete Kit
For Welding, Soldering, Braz-
ing and metal construction &
repairs In the home, on the car or
cycle. Instant heat 6,000° F.
Works from 6v.orl2V.Car battery or
transformer from A.C. mains. Corn.
plete kit of Welding Tools, Oft. cable,
clip, carbons, cleansing fluid, fluxes,
filler rods, goggles, instructions, hints,
Thousands in daily use. As supplied to
Depts. of Eli Government, I.C.I., Stand-
ard Telephones, etc. Welds all
Metals up to one -eighth inch. 576
C.O.D. IF REQUIRED
Obtainable only from: Post & Packing 2/6.
HARRIS ENGINEERING CO.,
(Dept. P.M.40). 269 KingslandRoad, London, E.2

Pr

FREE
CORRESPONDENCE

COURSES
IN STEAM

TWO COURSES: (1) A simplified Course for
the practical man in need of basic informa-
tion about steam and steam applications:
(2) An Advanced Course for those with a
background of technical training. There is
no charge or obligation. Details on request
to:

SPIRAX-SARCO LTD.
(TECHNICAL DEPT.) Cheltenham, Glos.

October, 1960

Any item on -
14 DAYS APPROVAL

Ex -Govt.
3" & 4" MICRO-
METERS 45/ -
Ex -Govt. SMITHS
REVOLUTION COUNTERS
Fitted with two separate trip
counters. Range 0-1,400
r.p.m. Dial diam. 4". 20/.

Brand new

The New BAKER TOOLROOM
STEREOSCOPIC MICROSCOPE

Full details on request £34
STROBOSCOPES £5

Ex -Government

ANGLE MEASURING

CLINOMETER
Invaluable for setting
angles for milling, shaping
and for jigs, etc. cc/.

Post Free -/
Mk, IV MICROMETER
CLINOMETER
Accurate to about
two Minutes. Simple
to adapt for tool

Post Free
room use. 17/6

GERMAN DRAWING
INSTRUMENT SETS

Brand new in gl 7 A
velvet lined case.   

Ex-M.O.S. ADJUSTABLE
BENCH LAMPS
Designed for the work bench,
Complete with bulb. 13/6
Wonderful value at

p. & p. I/6d.
Ex -Government CALIPER
GAUGES
Capacity 0-3". The clock gauge
is divided to 0.01". Intended
for approximate or
comparative
measurements. 55/ -

CHARLES FRANK LTD Phone: BELL 2106/7
 Grams: BINOCAM Glasgow

67/75 SALTMARKET, GLASGOW, C.1. Est. 1907
Britain's greatest stocks of new, used and Ex -Government Binoculars,
Telescopes and all Optical and Scientific Equipment. Send for illus-

trated catalogue.

HIGHSTONE UTILITIES
58, NEW WANSTEAD, LONDON, E.11.
Transistors, leading makes, Red spot
(Audio) 5/-, White spot (RE) 7/-.
Ex-R.A.F. 2 -valve (2 volt) Microphone
Amplifiers, as used in 'plane intercom., in
self-contained metal case; can be used to
make up a deaf aid outfit, intercommuni-
cation system, or with crystal set, com-
plete with valves and Fitting Instructions,
20/-, post 3/-. Hand Microphones, with
switch in handle and lead, 5/6. Tannoy,
7/-. Similar instruments, moving coil, 8/6.
All post, 1/6. Mask type with switch,
3/6, post 6d. Throat Mikes, 5/-, post 7d.
Mike Buttons (carbon), 2/-. Moving coil,
3/6, post 4d.
Meters. -20 amp. 2in., m/c. 8/6; 25 v.
2in. m/c. 8/-; 3.5 amp., 2in. T.C., 6/-;
100 mA 2in., m/c. 7/6, all post extra.
Meter (L. & R.) containing 2,500 micro -
amp movements, 9/-, post 1/6.
Bell Transformers. - These guaranteed
transformers work from any A.C. mains
giving 3, 5 or 8 volts output at 1 amp.,
operate bulb, buzzer or bell. Will supply
light in bedroom or larder, etc. 9/-, post
1/-. Similar Transformer but output of 4,
8 or 12 volts, 13/6, post 1/6. BUZZERS
for use with above or batteries, 4 /3, post 5d.
G.P.O. Telephone Hand Comb. Sets, 12/6,
post 1/6. Telephone Hand Generator, 8/6,
post 2/-. Telephone Bell, 3/6, post 9d.
S.B.C. Neon Indicator Lamps, for use on
mains to show "live" side of switches, etc.
2/6, post 4d. Diodes, 1/6. .0005 Variable
Condensers, 2/6, post 9d. Tire or Burglar
Alarms, mains operated, with powerful twin
6" dome bells, 35/-, post 3/6, worth £10.
Headphones in Good Order, 6/-. Better
Quality, 7/6 and 10/-. Balanced Armature
Type (very sensitive), 13/6. All post 1/6.
New Single Earpieces, 3/6. Bal. armature
type, 4/6 (two of these will make an inter-
com. set). Ex-R.A.F. earpiece, 2/6, post 6d.
Money refunded if not completely satisfied.

New illustrated List sent on request with
3d. stamp and S.A.E. Letters only.

ULTRA
HI -POWER

TELESCOPES

PRECISION INSTRUM TS
Astronomical and Ter-
restrial. From 1.4" Dia.
Pancratic up to 4"
Dia.-Outfits. Selected
Binoculars, Star Maps,
etc. Photos available.

J.K.M. IIOLMES & CO. LTD.
Irlstrilmcnt Make's)

MARTINS BANK CHAMBERS, NORTH SHIELDS
NORTHUMBERLAND

FROM

5/- weekly
Stamp for lists

PLAY THE PIANO
REED ORGAN
or ACCORDION

in 3 months
New Home method.
Definitely the easiest
and quickest. Even
if you have never
played a note, you
will be able to read
music at a glance.

Write today without
obligation for

FREE LESSON
state instrument 8' \`'

KLAVARSKRIBO INSTITUTE (BZ.8)
87 HIGHBURY NEW PARK, LONDON, N.5
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Hard work made EASY
TWO Drills in ONE

This heavy duty tool can be
used as a breast or hand
drill. The totally enclosed
precision cut pears include
a two speed device which is

controlled by a
simple adjustment
on the handle. This
enables gear chang-

ing without releasing your
grip. Operating handle is
adjustable to three different
positions. Horizontal ball
race takes full drilling pres-

sure. Self-lubricating
bearings. Self -cen-
tring chuck of )in.
capacity. Made for

the craftsman -

83/6 good for a life-
time.

complete

FR
EEttWre /or I II us t rated

catalogue of -Not.
-goof "Leytools"

LEYTONSTONE JIG & TOOL CO. LTD.
LEYTOOL WORKS HIGH ROAD LEYTON LONDON E.IO

Telephone LETtonstone 5022.3-1

etalettmandAy:o eQ' ecktesetti.... It certainly does,

even in this modern world of mass production
and nuclear power. relijW....) tools are made

by craftsmen-for craftsmen and are obtainable

from any good tool dealer. Write now for a

copy of our 133 -page Catalogue for your reference.

Please mention this journal.

MOORE & WRIGHT (SHEFFIELD) LTD..
HANDSWORTH ROAD, SHEFFIELD. 13.

DO-IT-YOURSELF
PRINTING OUTFIT

Everything you need to print your own snaps.
Combined safe light and exposing light. Three I plate
dishes (orange, white and grey). Printing frame with
masks. Two graduated measures. Two forceps. Ther-
mometer with case. Con -Sol developer. Acid Fixing
powder and lull instructions.

17  6
FOR CONFIDENCE

IN PHOTOGRAPHY
JOHNSONS

OF HENDON LTD

THE

"54"
DRAWER

UNIT
ALL STEEL

Stove

Enamelled
DARK

GREEN

OVERALL
SIZE

42" HIGH
35" WIDE
III" DEEP

MW.36.

Contains 54 of these drawers,
each 5" wide 3" high II}""ong.
54 dividers and 54 drawer cards
with each unit. Extra dividers

6d. each.

£18
Deliveries FREE to England

Scotland and Wales
SEND FOR SAMPLE DRAWER

N. C. BROWN LTD. TelephoneHvc

GREEN LANE WING, HEYWOOD, LANCS 69018 (6 lines)

---- -
Published about the 30th of each month by GEORGE NEWNES LIMITED, Tower House, Southampton Street, London, W.C.2, and
Printed in England by The Garden City Press Limited, Letchworth, Hertfordshire. Sole Agents for Australia and New Zealand-Gordon
& Gotch (A(sia), Ltd. Sole Agents for South Africa and Rhodesia-Central New Agency Ltd. Subscription Rate (including postage):

For one year, Inland 22s., Overseas 20s. 6d., Canada t9s. Registered for transmission by Canadian Magazine Post



One of the following Courses taken quietly at
home in your spare time can be the means of
securing substantial well -paid promotion in your
present calling, or entry into a more congenial
career with better prospects.

ENGINEERING, RADIO, AERO, ETC.
Aero. Draughtsmanship Elec. Draughtsmanship
Jig & Tool Design Machine
Press Tool & Die Design Automobile
Sheet Metalwork Structural ..
Automobile Repairs R/F Concrete
Garage Management Structural Engineering
Works M'gmnt. & Admin. Mathematics (all stages)
Practical Foremanship Radio Technology
Ratefixing & Estimating Telecommunications
Time & Motion Study Wiring & Installation
Engineering Inspection Television
Metallurgy Radio Servicing
Refrigeration Gen. Elec. Engineering
Welding (all branches) Generators & Motors
Maintenance Engineering Generation & Supply
Steam Engine Technology Aircraft Mainten. Licences
I.C. Engine Technology Aerodynamics
Diesel Engine Technology Electrical Design

Ordnance Survey Dr'ship

BUILDING AND STRUCTURAL
L.I.O.B. A.I.A.S. A.R.S.H. M.R.S.H.
A.M.I.P.H.E. A.A.L.P.A. A.F.S. A.R.I.C.S.
Building Construction Builders' Quantities
Costs & Accounts Carpentry & Joinery
Surveying & Levelling Building Inspector
Clerk of Works Building Draughtsmanship
Quantity Surveying Heating and Ventilating

GENERAL, LOCAL
Gen. Cert of Education
Book-keeping (all stages)
College of Preceptors
Woodwork Teacher
Metalwork Teacher
Housing Manager (A.I.Hsg.)

GOVERNMENT, ETC.
Common. Prelim. Exam.
A.C.I.S., A.C.C.S.
A.C.W.A. (Costing)
School Attendance Officer
Health Inspector
Civil Service Exams.

BECOME A DRAUGHTSMAN - LEARN AT HOME
AND EARN BIG MONEY

Men and Youths urgently wanted for well paid positions as
Draughtsmen, Inspectors, etc., in Aero, Jig and Tool,
Press Tool, Electrical, Mechanical and other Branches of

Engineering. Practical experience is
unnecessary for those who are willing
to learn-our Guaranteed " Home
Study " courses will get you in.
Those already engaged in the General
Drawing Office should study some
specialised Branch such as Jig and
Tool or Press Tool Work and so con-
siderably increase their scope and
earning capacity.

OVER SEVENTY YEARS OF
* CONTINUOUS SUCCESS

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING
(In association with CHAMBERS COLLEGE-Founded 1885)

(Dept. 29)

148, HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C.I
SOUTH AFRICA: E.C.S.A., P.O. BOX NO. 8417, JOHANNESBURG

AUSTRALIA: P.O. BOX NO. WO MELBOURNE

Free Guide SUCCESS IN ENGINEERING
I32 -PAGE BOOK FREE!
SEND FOR YOUR. COPY

This remarkable FREE GUIDE explains:
* Openings, prospects, salaries, etc., in Draughts-

manship and in all other branches of Engineering
and Building.

* How to obtain money -making technical quali-
fication's through special RAPID FULLY -
GUARANTEED COURSES.

MANY Win:STING COURSES

TO SELECT FROM!
A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.M.I.,
A.M.Brit.I.R.E., A.M.I.P.E.,

A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.Struct.E.,
A.M.I.Mun.E., M.R.S.H.,

A.M.I.E.D., A.F.R.Ae.S.,

London B.Sc., Degrees.

Fully guaranteed postal courses for
all the above and many other
examinations and careers. Fully
described in the New Free Guide.

Free
vide/

THE ACID TEST OF TUTORIAL EFFICIENCY'
SUCCESS -OR NO FEE

We definitely guarantee that if you fail to pass the examination
for which you are preparing under our guidance, or if you are
not satisfied in every way with our tutorial service-then your
Tuition Fee will be returned in full and without question. This is
surely the acid test of tutorial efficiency.

If you have ambition you must investigate the Tutorial
and Employment services we offer. Founded in 1885,
our success record is unapproachable.

ALL TEXTBOOKS ARE SUPPLIED FREE
PROMPT TUTORIAL SERVICE GUARANTEED
NO AGENTS OR TRAVELLERS EMPLOYED

I.

mnmIJIUI

To: NATIONAL. INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING
(Dept. 29), 148450, Holborn, London, E.C.I.

Please Forward your Free Guide to
NAME
ADDRESS

Free Coupon SEND Of
TN/5 COUPON
NOW AND 8E
;4LL SET FoR

SUCCESS

My general interest is in: (1) ENGINEERING
(2) AERO (3) RADIO (4) BUILDING
(5) MUNICIPAL WORK

(Place a cross against
the branches in which
you are interested.)

The subject of examination in which I am especially interested is

To be filled in where you already have a special preference.
(2d. stomp only required if unsealed envelope used.)


